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Abstract

The Probabilistic Concurrency Testing (PCT) algorithm provides theoretical guarantees for the probability of detecting concurrency bugs in a sequential consistency memory model, but its theoretical guarantees do not apply to weak memory concurrency. The weak memory concurrency refers to the modern compiler’s optimization that relaxes the sequential consistency requirements. The PCT approach is based on the sequential consistency interleaving semantics, which does not hold for weak memory concurrency. It is because weak memory concurrency allows additional behaviors that cannot be produced by any interleaving execution.

Based on the PCT algorithm transforming the concurrency bug to the ordering constraints (bug depth), this thesis presents Probabilistic Concurrency Testing for Weak Memory (PCTWM) to capture the concurrency behavior in weak memory programs, further revising the notion of the bug depth to the constraints of communication relations between events.

We implement both the PCT and PCTWM algorithms on top of the state-of-the-art weak memory testing tool - C11Tester. We empirically evaluate the bug detection ability of the PCTWM on a set of well-known weak memory program benchmarks. Our results show that PCTWM can detect concurrency bugs more frequently than C11Tester.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the multicore era, shared memory concurrency plays a key role in improving performance in these architectures. To program these architectures efficiently, the programming languages are introducing first-class concurrency primitives [36, 35, 52, 14, 28, 11] to provide platform-independent abstractions on the hardware and processors. These concurrency primitives empower programmers to achieve greater performance from the architectures, programming with these primitives is often error-prone due to their subtle semantics.

More specifically, these primitives as well as the architectures exhibit additional behaviors which cannot be explained by traditional thread interleaving semantics aka sequential consistency (SC). These behaviors are known as weak memory behaviors and these concurrency models are known as weak memory concurrency. Unexpected interleavings of concurrent threads in crucial settings might lead to the system’s failure, entering undefined states with catastrophic repercussions.

Concurrency poses a significant challenge to testing and verification approaches considering the number of possible executions even under interleaving semantics. Verification techniques perform sound analyses but scale poorly. On the other hand, testing approaches scale better but lacks soundness. Though concurrency testing lacks soundness in general, it is always desirable to achieve some guarantees on the effectiveness of a testing approach.

The Probabilistic Concurrency Testing (PCT) algorithm [21] is a randomized testing algorithm for SC programs that provides strong theoretical guarantees on the probability of detecting bugs. The probabilistic guarantees of PCT rely on the notion of bug depth, i.e., the minimum number of ordering constraints between the concurrent events in a program. Given bug depth $d$ as a test parameter, PCT characterizes the set of executions with $d$ ordering constraints and samples a test execution from that set. Focusing on the executions with a certain bug depth significantly reduces the sample set. Hence, unlike naive random testing algorithms that detect a concurrency bug with a probability that is exponentially low in the number of program events $n$, PCT guarantees a probability that is exponentially low only in $d$.

In this scenario, a natural question arises: can we apply PCT for testing weak memory concurrency? We investigate this question in this thesis project and observe that the theoretical guarantee of the PCT algorithm does not apply to testing weak memory programs. It is because weak memory concurrency relaxes the SC requirements and allows a more
extensive set of program behaviors, many of which cannot be produced by any interleaving executions in SC. More specifically, the PCT algorithm builds on the notion of bug depth that is designed for the interleaving semantics of sequential consistency, which does not capture weak memory concurrency.

In this paper, we generalize PCT to address weak memory concurrency and present Probabilistic Concurrency Testing for Weak Memory (PCTWM). For this, we revise the definition of concurrency bug depth and generalize it to capture weak memory concurrency. We define bug depth as the minimum number of communication relations between the concurrent events in an execution regardless of their scheduling order. We show that the traditional definition of bug depth under SC corresponds to a specific case of our definition, in which the communication relations correspond to the thread interleavings.

Based on our bug depth definition, we devise the PCTWM algorithm that extends the theoretical guarantees of PCT for weak memory concurrency. Similar to PCT, PCTWM provides a theoretical lower bound on the probability of detecting concurrency bugs that is exponential only in the depth bound $d$. Different from PCT, which samples a test execution with $d$ ordering requirements, PCTWM samples a test execution with $d$ communication relations between the concurrent program events. Roughly, the bug depth of a weak memory program execution represents the number of execution points in which the variable values visible to a thread are communicated to another thread regardless of how the previous operations in these threads are scheduled in the execution.

In this thesis project, we implemented both the PCT and the PCTWM algorithm on top of C11tester [51], the state-of-the-art testing framework for weak memory programs. We evaluated its performance in detecting weak memory concurrency bugs on a set of well-known weak memory program benchmarks in comparison to the C11Tester concurrency testing algorithm. Our results show that PCTWM can detect concurrency bugs more frequently than C11Tester.

Outline and Contributions. Chapter 2 provides the required background on weak memory concurrency and PCT. Chapter 3 presents an overview of our approach. Chapter 4 discusses the axiomatic model of weak memory concurrency model which focus in this work. Chapter 5 presents the PCT and PCTWM algorithm. Chapter 6 explains how we utilize the interface in C11Tester and implement the PCT and PCTWM algorithm. Chapter 7 provides the details of our experimental evaluation and results. Finally, the related workChapter 8 and conclusionChapter 9 are discussed.
Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we discuss the background knowledge for the thesis topic. We first illustrate the origin of the weak memory model, especially the C/C++11 weak memory model. And then we point out the concurrency problem brought on by this weak memory model. To tackle this problem, we list the normal approaches from two angles - randomized testing and concurrency testing, which serve as the foundation for our algorithm - PCTWM.

2.1 Weak Memory Concurrency

The memory consistency model formally specifies how the memory model will appear to the programmer. Modern memory model mostly adopts the shared memory model, which can be classified into two kinds - strong(SC) and weak(relaxed). Shared memory concurrency is a dominant programming paradigm where threads communicate through shared memory accesses.

**Strong Memory Model**  The strong memory model, also called the sequential consistency(SC) model, is proposed by Lamport[43]. Shared memory concurrent programs are usually explained by sequential consistency (SC) [43] where shared memory accesses in each thread execute in syntactic order, and threads interleave arbitrarily. In the strong memory(SC) model, a read operation should return the value of the 'last' write operation to the same memory location. The definition of 'last' is the latest write action of the global program order, even though each thread contains the respective 'last' write on each location.

**Weak Memory Model**  These year, modern processors tend to use the weak memory model(i.e., relaxed memory model, shared memory model). Because weak memory model can enhance the performance and the efficiency of computing.

However, concurrent systems usually exhibit additional program behaviors which cannot be explained by interleaving execution or sequential consistency. For example, when a concurrent program is running in a weak memory model, the write and read operations are uncertain since the operations reside on different processors[3]. As there in no global linear time in the weak memory model, the constraint on reads cannot be simply that they
read from the ‘most recent’ write. These additional non-SC executions are known as weak memory behaviors, and these concurrency models are known as weak memory concurrency.

Take Program SB 2.2 as an example to show why the weak memory model is error-prone. In the SC model, the assertion cannot be met. Because in the SC model, the action writing 1 to X and Y happens before the read actions, and the read action reads from the latest value of X and Y. However, various concurrency models such as x86 [64], Arm [5] architectures allow the non-SC outcome \( a = b = 0 \) that violates the assertion. The effect of these concurrency models can be simply understood as the reordering of instructions, as shown in the Figure 2.2b. This reordering results in \( a \) reading from the event \( X = 0 \) and then hits the assertion.

### 2.1.1 C/C++11 Weak Memory Model

#### C/C++11 Memory Model

To program these weak-memory architectures, programming languages like C/C++ [36][35] provides platform-independent abstractions which also allow this outcome and various non-SC behavior in general. These subtle behaviors affect the correctness of program behaviors and hence require careful analysis.

The C/C++11 weak memory model is specified in the chapter 1,29 and 30 in the C++ draft [13]. Betty et.al [9] define the C/C++11 memory model as the form of executable program interleaving which is constrained by the mathematical semantics. To be specific, the execution is evaluated based on a mathematical graph where nodes represent events and edges are the relations between events(nodes) on the same thread. Batty et al [12] then fur-
2.1. Weak Memory Concurrency

C/C++ Concurrency\cite{36,35} C/C++ has various kinds of accesses that affect the behavior of a shared memory concurrent program. To begin with, it provides a plain or non-atomic (na) load and stores access. In addition, C11 also has atomic accesses of four kinds: load, store, atomic updates (RMW) such as compare-and-swap and atomic increment, and memory fence. Each atomic access is attached with a memory order from: relaxed (RLX), acquire (ACQ), release (REL), acquire-release (ACQREL), and sequentially consistent (SC).

Based on the kind of operation and memory order we categorize the accesses as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{acc} &::= \text{read}_a | \text{read}_o | \text{RMW}_a | \text{fence}_o | \text{where} \\
\text{o}_r &::= \text{NA} | \text{RLX} | \text{ACQ} | \text{SC} \\
\text{o}_w &::= \text{NA} | \text{RLX} | \text{REL} | \text{SC} \\
\text{o}_u &::= \text{NA} | \text{ACQ} | \text{REL} | \text{ACQ REL} | \text{SC} \\
\text{o}_f &::= \text{ACQ} | \text{REL} | \text{ACQ REL} | \text{SC}
\end{align*}
\]

For instance, an access is acquire if its order is one of ACQ, REL, SC. Similarly an access is release if its order is one of REL, ACQREL, or SC. The release and acquire accesses establish synchronization, for instance, when an acquire read reads from a release write.

For example, in Figure 2.3a, the memory order for all events are RELAXED, and there is no synchronization. In Figure 2.3b, event d and b can synchronize as one is RELEASE and another is ACQUIRE. In Figure 2.3c, event d and a can synchronize as they are all SC. However, even if the memory order of event d is ACQUIRE in Figure 2.3d, it cannot synchronize with any other event. Because there is no event with RELEASE memory order. So does for Figure 2.3c and Figure 2.3f. In conclusion, if two events can synchronize with each other, both of their memory orders have requirements.

Going forward, in later we discuss the formal model of C/C++ concurrency in detail.
2.2 PCT v.s. Naive Random Testing

PCT is a randomized concurrency testing algorithm that provides theoretical guarantees on the probability of detecting concurrency bugs. The key to its probabilistic guarantee is the notion of "bug depth", which is defined as the number of ordering constraints between the concurrent events of a program. Given the concurrency bug depth $d$ and the number of instructions $n$ in the program as inputs, PCT randomly generates a test execution that encodes a particular ordering of events with $d$ scheduling constraints. Instead of sampling an execution from the set of all possible thread interleavings of size $O(t^n)$ for $t$ threads, it samples from the set of executions $O(n^d)$ with $d$ thread interleavings. Consequently, it guarantees a lower bound on the probability of detecting bugs that is exponentially low only in the depth parameter $d$.

Example: Program P1 Consider Program P1 (all the memory accesses are of SC memory order) which has a concurrency bug that occurs when the second thread reads $X = m$. The manifestation of the bug requires a single scheduling constraint, i.e., it requires the assertion statement in the second thread to be executed after the $X = m$ statement in the first thread. Given $d = 1$, PCT samples out of two $d = 1$ executions: It either chooses a schedule that runs all instructions in the first thread before the second thread or runs the second thread before the first thread. Therefore, it hits the bug with a probability of $1/2$.

However, a naive randomized testing algorithm that chooses the next action to run from the set of all enabled actions detects the bug only with the probability of $1/2^m$. To detect the bug, it must choose the action in the first thread among the two enabled actions for the first $m$ actions of the execution. The mechanism and implementation of the PCT algorithm will be further discussed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

Based on PCT algorithm, we propose a PCTWM algorithm, which revises the definition of bug depth in PCT algorithm and offers the theoretical guarantee for detecting concurrency bug on the weak memory model. The PCTWM is given and demonstrated in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

2.3 C11Tester - Automatic Testing Tool

C11Tester is the state-of-art automatic testing tool for detecting concurrency bugs in C/C++11. We implement our advanced algorithms - PCT and PCTWM, on it. The C/C++11 semantics is declarative (i.e. axiomatic), and program executions are not represented as traces of interleaved actions but rather as partially ordered graphs, which have to satisfy several consistency constraints. C11Tester adopts the graph theory to record, abstract, and check the program’s execution.

C11Tester bounds the exploration space of an execution in two steps. The C11Tester first offers a set of available threads and actions whenever the execution needs. These choices are filtered by C11Tester to make sure not violate the C/C++11 relaxed atomic semantics.

The detailed introduction of C11Tester are in Chapter 5.
Chapter 3

Overview

In this chapter, we motivate the extension of PCT \cite{cite} for weak memory programs and present an overview of our PCTWM algorithm. First, we briefly revise the PCT algorithm in comparison to naive random testing. Then, we show that the theoretical guarantee provided by PCT does not apply to weak memory programs. Finally, we provide the two key steps for extending PCT to weak memory programs: (i) revising the notion of concurrency bug depth and (ii) extending PCT to PCTWM to generate test executions from a set of executions bounded by the revised notion of bug depth $d$ and the history bound $h$.

3.1 C11Tester

C11Tester defines a new pthread library\cite{cite}, replacing the default library when compiling.

3.1.1 Mechanism of C11Tester

C11Tester focuses on two parts - atomic actions and thread scheduling. The PCT and PCTWM algorithms replaces the random selection of threads and read-from events in C11Tester.

Workflow of C11Tester Figure 3.2 concludes how C11Tester finishes an execution exploration.

Figure 3.1: The Mechanism of C11Tester. C11Tester replaces pthread library.
3. Overview

C11Tester first initialize each new thread and keeps recording their states (Step 0. in Figure 3.2). Every time C11Tester needs to decide to execute which thread (Step 1. in Figure 3.2) or read from which event (Step 2. in Figure 3.2), it first traverses each thread and collects the set of available thread (Step 1.1. in Figure 3.2) or read-from event (Step 2.1. in Figure 3.2) based on the C/C++11 semantics. The C11Tester adopts naive random strategy when it picks a thread (Step 1.2. in Figure 3.2) or a read-from event (Step 2.2. in Figure 3.2). After executing an event (Step 3. in Figure 3.2), C11Tester checks whether this event specifies the next event to executes (e.g., a RMW action is processed as a serial of a read action and a write action). The C11Tester explores an execution until there is no available thread (Step 4. in Figure 3.2).

3.1.2 Randomized Algorithm in C11Tester

C11Tester adopts the randomized strategy when it picks a thread to execute and selects a read-from event for a read action. The main task of C11Tester to explore an execution contains two steps: i) collects available choices (threads, events); ii) randomly select one from
3.1. C11Tester

(a) Step 1.: randomly picks thread 2 from the available thread set
(b) Step 2.: randomly picks thread 1 from the available thread set
(c) Step 3.: randomly picks thread 1 from the available thread set
(d) Step 4.: only can pick thread 2 from the available thread set; randomly picks read-from value - X = 1
(e) Step 5.: only can pick main thread from the available thread set; randomly picks read-from value - Y = 0
(f) Step 6.: no available thread, end the execution

Figure 3.3: The Step-by-step example of the randomized strategy in C11Tester. The dot-line box is the available thread or action set offered by C11Tester each step.

these available choices. When C11Tester collects the set of available threads, it checks the state of each thread to make sure it is not in sleep or blocked. And when collecting available read-from events, it checks whether executing it will violate the C/C++11 semantics.

Here we give an example(Program SB 2.1a) to see how C11Tester randomly schedules. Step 1, only main thread is created and C11Tester executes the write action on it(Figure 3.3a). Two child threads are created, C11Tester collects them. Step 2(Figure 3.3b), C11Tester randomly picks thread 2 and executes the next event(Y = 1). C11Tester collects available thread sets: (thread1, thread2). Step 4(Figure 3.3c), C11Tester chooses thread 1 and executes next event on thread 1(X = 1). Still, thread 1 and 2 are available. It randomly picks thread 1 and goes to Step 4(Figure 3.3d). This time, the read event(a = X) needs a read-from value. After traversing all threads, it offers an available read-from set:(X = 0, X = 1). After randomly picking one write event, thread 1 is finished and no longer available. C11Tester only finds one available thread:(thread2). In Step 5(Figure 3.3e), C11Tester offers available values on the location of variable Y and finishes thread
2. Now, only the main thread is available. In Step 6 (Figure 3.3f), C11Tester executes the last action and finishes the execution because of no more available thread. This execution 3.3 is just one possible of execution when C11Tester explores the execution of Program SB 2.1a. As the C11Tester randomly picks the threads and read-from events, its search space is a power of the number of threads. PCT and PCTWM algorithms introduced in this thesis replace the randomized selection in C11Tester.

3.2 A Naive Application of PCT to Weak Memory

Though the PCT algorithm [21] is effective in SC model and guarantees the probability to hit the bug. Its probabilistic guarantee for the lower bound on the probability of detecting bugs does not apply to weak memory programs. Here we use some examples to prove why the probabilistic guarantee does not work for the weak memory model.

Examples: Program 2.1b  Paragraph 2.2 explains in Chapter 2 why the probability of hitting the bug in Program 2.1b in SC model is 1/2.

But under weak memory concurrency, this execution does not necessarily hit the bug. Because, a read event can read from any write event in the first thread. To be specific, if the memory order for all read and write events in Program 2.1b are RELAXED, then the read action can read from any write value rather than it can only read from the latest write event in the global program order. The violation occurs only if it reads the value of X from the last write event. Then the lower bound for the probability of hitting the bug becomes \( \frac{1}{2^m} \). This probability contains two parts. The first part is to schedule the write event 'X = m' on thread 1 before read event 'readX' on thread 2, whose probability is \( \frac{1}{2} \). The second part is to pick the correct write event 'X = m' from the m write events, whose probability is \( \frac{1}{m} \).

The Program 2.1b shows that the behavior of the weak memory programs does not depend only on the thread interleavings, but also on the selection of the write events that the read events get the values from. However, the theoretical guarantee of the PCT algorithm relies on the interleaving semantics of sequential consistency. More specifically, it relies on the notion of bug depth that is defined as the minimum number of scheduling constraints that are sufficient to find the bug [21].

3.3 Revising Concurrency Bug Depth

The existing notion of bug depth does not capture weak memory concurrency bugs. Consider Program 2.1a. The program exhibits a buggy behavior when both variables a and b load the value 0. The bug does not depend on the scheduling order of the events and it does not manifest under any SC executions of the program.

We revise the notion of concurrency bug depth to capture thread communication rather than thread interleavings. We define the depth of a concurrency bug as the minimum number of communication relations between the concurrent events in an execution. A communication relation between two concurrent events communicate the effects of an event (e.g., writing a value) to another event (e.g., reading that value). For example, the depth of the
concurrency bug in Program 2.1a is $d = 0$ since it does not require any communication between its thread events. The program events only access the values of the variables that are available in their thread-local views.

Notice that the revised definition of the bug depth extends the existing notion which uses thread interleavings. For the specific case of sequential consistency, a thread interleaving induces a communication: the effects of all the write events in a thread are communicated to the other threads at the thread interleavings. For example, the depth of the concurrency bug in Program 2.1b is $d = 1$ under both notions. Under SC, the bug exposes in a single thread ordering. Under weak memory concurrency, the bug exposes in the presence of a single communication relation between its events, i.e., the communication of the effect of the write $X = m$ to the read event in the second thread.

### 3.4 PCTWM: PCT for Weak Memory

Here we informally introduce the key ideas in the PCTWM algorithm, which we will elaborate in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

PCTWM extends PCT to generate an execution with $d$ communication relations instead of $d$ ordering constraints. Bounding the number of communication relations by $d$ restricts the amount of thread interaction in an execution. Without any restrictions, a read operation in a thread can potentially read from a write event in any thread. However, bounding an execution to have only $d$ communication relations allows only $d$ events to read from an external value. The other program events read from their thread-local views, which only keeps the updates made available to this thread.

For example, the $d = 0$ execution of Program 2.1a does not allow any load operations to read an external value. Therefore, both load operations read the values available in the local views of their respective threads. Similarly, the $d = 0$ execution of Program 2.1b restricts the load operation to read the initial value of $X$. Alternatively, a $d = 1$ execution of the program allows the load operation to read a value written by the first thread.

Besides the number of communication relations $d$, PCTWM further parametrizes the execution space using a history bounding parameter $h$. This parameter considers the characteristics of the weak memory model - concurrency bug being highly related to the mistaken reading from some certain values. For this reason, PCTWM uses the history $h$ to restrict the set of store operations that a load operation can read from based on how old a value is. It serves to prioritize the executions that load possibly stale values but not older than $h$ number of store operations. Hence, a load operation that is chosen as a communication destination can read from only $h$ possible values instead of all values collected by the C11Tester, further reducing the sample set of executions.

We provide the formal definition of a communication relation, thread-local view, the complete PCTWM algorithm, and its theoretical guarantees in Chapter 4. Same as the PCT algorithm, the PCTWM algorithm also samples the program’s interleaving with a bounded number of preemptions by changing thread priorities. The implementation on C11Tester is discussed in Chapter 6. The PCTWM recognizes the communication events and uses a global counter to record these events by order. Through randomly pick-
3. **Overview**

ing $d$ communication events as the communication relation’s destination, PCTWM controls the interleaving with selecting communication relations’ source. The two types of views - *thread-local view* and *global view*, separately represents the view for the variables on current thread and the view for all the variables linked with the current thread, bounding the number of preemptions by controlling reading from which view.
Chapter 4

Weak Memory Concurrency Model

In this chapter, we discuss the C11 axiomatic model that we will use to formally define the communication relation which is a core concept of PCTWM.

In C11 axiomatic semantics, a program is represented by a set of executions. An execution consists of a set of events resulting from shared memory accesses or fences and relations between these events.

4.1 Event

An event is represented by \( \langle id, tid, lab \rangle \) where \( id, tid, lab \) denote a unique identifier, thread identifier, and label of the event respectively. A label \( lab = \langle op, loc, Val \rangle \) is a tuple where \( op \) denotes the corresponding memory access or fence operation.

For memory accesses, \( loc \) and \( Val \) denote the corresponding memory location and the read or written value. In case of fences, \( loc = Val = \bot \). A successful RMW results in an update event (\( U \)) and on failure generate a read event (\( R \)). The set of read, write, update, and fence events are \( R \), \( W \), \( U \), and \( F \) respectively. The memory locations are initialized at the start of the execution, represented by a set of non-atomic write events.

4.2 Relation

Various binary relations connect the events in an execution. Hence before explaining the relations we discuss the notations.

Notations. Given a binary relation \( B \), we write \( B^+ \), \( B^* \), \( B^{-1} \) to denote its reflexive, transitive, reflexive-transitive closures, and inverse relations respectively. Relation \( \text{imm}(B) \) denotes the immediate relation: \( \text{imm}(B)(x,y) \triangleq B(x,y) \land \neg \exists z (B(x,z) \land B(z,y)) \). Given two relations \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \), we denote their composition by \( B_1; B_2 \). \( [A] \) denotes the identity relation on a set \( A \), i.e. \( [A](x,y) \triangleq x = y \land x \in A \).

An execution has the following relations between events: Relation program-order (\( po \)) is a strict partial order that captures the syntactic order between the events. It is a strict total order on same-thread events. Relation reads-from (\( rf \)) relates a write event with the same-location read events that read from it. A read event reads from exactly one write event.
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Relation modification-order \((mo)\) is a strict total order over same-location write events. Relation \(SC\) is a total order on the SC accesses. From these relations, we derive the following relations.

- Relation \(poloc\) relates same-location \(po\)-related events. i.e. \(poloc(a,b) \triangleq po(a,b) \land a.loc = b.loc\).
- From-read \((fr)\) relates a same-location read and write events; if a read \(r\) reads-from a write \(w\) and write \(w'\) is \(mo\)-after \(w\), then \(r\) and \(w'\) are in \(fr\) relation.
- We adopt the synchronizes-with \((sw)\) relation from RC20 \([53]\). Relation \(happens\)-before \((hb)\) is the transitive closure of \(po\) and \(sw\) relations.

\[
\begin{align*}
poloc & \triangleq \{(a,b) \mid po(a,b) \land a.loc = b.loc\} \quad (4.1) \\
fr & \triangleq rf^{-1}; mo\setminus [E] \quad (4.2) \\
sw & \triangleq [E_{REL}] : ([F] ; po)^2 ; rf^+ ; (po; [F])^2 ; [E_{ACQ}] \quad (4.3) \\
hb & \triangleq (po \cup sw)^+ \quad (4.4)
\end{align*}
\]

### 4.3 Execution

An execution \(X = \langle E, po, rf, mo, SC \rangle\) is a tuple where \(X.E\) is the set of events and \(X.po, X.rf, X.mo, X.SC\) are set of \(po, rf, mo, SC\) relations between the events in \(X.E\). We represent execution by an execution graph where events are represented by nodes and relations are represented by corresponding edges.

**Consistency Axioms**  
C11 defines the following axioms to check if an execution is consistent.

- (coherence) The events accessing the same memory location are totally ordered due to the coherence property. Therefore \((poloc \cup rf \cup fr \cup mo)\) is acyclic.
- (Atomicity) The RMW accesses execute atomically. Hence \((fr; mo) = \emptyset\) holds.
- (irrMOSC) The \(mo\) and \(SC\) orders agree on same-location accesses, that is, \((mo; SC)\) is irreflexive.
- (SC) The SC accesses are globally ordered. There is a number of SC order definitions \([8, 81, 11, 42, 46, 51]\). We follow the one from C11Tester \([51]\), that is, \((hb \cup rf \cup SC)\) is acyclic.

Note that the (SC) axiom enforces that \(hb\) is irreflexive (an action cannot \(happens\)-before itself) \([8, 81]\). Moreover, as \(po \subseteq hb\), the (SC) constraint also enforces that \((po \cup rf)\) is acyclic and in consequence forbids out-of-thin-air reads.
4.4 Example

Take Program SB 2.1a as an example to see the relations between different events in a program. In the Figure 4.1a, there is a asw (additional-synchronizes-with) relation between the main thread and two child threads - thread 1 and thread 2. The creation of a child thread always generates the asw relation. In thread 1 and thread 2, the write event is respectively sequenced-before (sb) the read event. But if all events are RELAXED - mo, the rf (read-from) relations may link the read-from value 0 or 1 with the read action.

Besides the relations in Program SB 2.1a, the read-from (mo) relations may be different in a weak memory model. In Figure 4.2, events in Program SB 2.1a have different mo (memory order), which reflects that mo can affect the range of read-from events. From Figure 4.2a to Figure 4.2d, events are all RELAXED, so the read action can read from both value 0 and value 1. When we change the mo of write actions from RELAXED to SC or RELEASE, the C/C++11 semantics bounds the range of read-from values. If the mo of write events are updated to RELEASE and mo of read events are updated to ACQUIRE, there is a sw relation between a RELEASE and an ACQUIRE event, which makes the read action read from the most 'recent' RELEASE write. That is to say, event d reads from event c and event g reads from event f. If the mo of write and read actions become SC, there is a SC relation between them. Also, the SC read action can only read from the most 'recent' SC write event. Event d can only read from event c and event g read from event f.
Figure 4.2: Concurrent Program Example - SB with different memory order types to illustrate C/C++ Concurrency. *mo* is the abbreviation of the memory order of actions. Arrow *sb* represents the 'sequence-before' relation. Arrow *rf* represents the 'read-from' relation. Arrow *sw* means the *RELEASE* and *ACQUIRE* actions are synchronized. Arrow *SC* is the total order for *SC* actions.
Chapter 5

Algorithm and Examples

In this section, we first explain the randomized strategy C11Tester used when it explores the execution. Then we formalize the description of the classical PCT scheduler. Then we extend the application of the PCT algorithm to the weak memory model and propose the new algorithm - PCTWM, i.e., PCT for weak memory.

5.1 PCT Algorithm and Theoretical Guarantee

5.1.1 PCT: Designed for Concurrent Programs on SC Model

The PCT(Probabilistic Concurrency Testing) algorithm is proposed by Burckhardt et al.\cite{21} to tackle the problem of the low efficiency in concurrency bug detection due to the time and resources in stress testing. The PCT algorithm is based on the critical observation that concurrency bugs can be viewed as unexpected interleaving over certain instructions\cite{50,57}. This observation converts the bug detection to the proper scheduling of these relevant instructions no matter how many ways it can schedule instructions that are not relevant to the problem. Burckhardt et al. illustrates PCT’s bug-finding capacity both theoretically and empirically by applying it to production-scale concurrent applications.

PCT algorithm generates a test execution with \( d \) thread scheduling constraints. The test execution for a concurrent program requires selecting the next event(thread) to execute. PCT algorithm realizes this thread selection and restricts the execution to switch threads only at \( d - 1 \) thread priority change points.

5.1.2 Formal Definitions

Before explaining the PCT algorithm, we first give some formal definitions related to the PCT algorithm.

**Thread Interleaving** A concurrent program is composed of several threads with different events(i.e., actions) on each thread. The sequence of events on these threads is unique with each execution but may vary across executions. The sequence of events in one execution is the thread interleaving.
5. Algorithm and Examples

Definition 1 (Thread Interleaving/Sequence). Define \( T \) to be a set of thread identifiers and the \( T^* \) to be the set of finite sequences of elements from \( T \). The sequence \( S \) is the element in \( T^* \), i.e., \( S \in T^* \). The initial length of the sequence \( \text{length}(S) \) is zero and will increase in later scheduling, which means \( \text{length}(S) \geq 0 \).

The element in a sequence \( S \) is the event \( t \) from threads, expressed as \( t \in T \). So we can mark the element in the sequence as \( S[n] = t \), \( 0 \leq n \leq \text{length}(S) \). The sequences \( S_1 \in T^* \) is the prefix of the sequence \( S \in T^* \) if there is another sequences \( S_2 \) and \( S = S_1S_2 \).

We use Program SB 5.1a as an example to introduce thread interleaving. In the beginning, the sequence (i.e., scheduler) length is 0 and in Figure 4.1a the main thread (1) is first scheduled, adding 1 to the scheduler length. To locate the write action on the main thread, we can use \( S[1] \). Then thread 2 is scheduled and the write event ‘\( Y=1 \)’ is executed, also adding 1 to the scheduler length. When C11Tester switches between these threads randomly, the scheduler length is increased.

Schedule. The schedule of a program defines its thread interleaving. Burckhardt et al. [21] can represent a program abstractly by its schedules and each schedule is simply a sequence of events.

Definition 2 (Schedule). Define \( T = \mathbb{N} \) to be the set of thread identifiers. Define \( \text{Sched} = T^* \) to be the set of all scheduling.

The schedule is written as a sequence of thread identifiers and an execution can be abstractly expressed as its schedule. Still for the Program SB in Figure 4.2, the schedule can be written as the sequence ‘2112’, where thread 2 takes one step, followed by two steps of thread 1, followed by another step of thread 1.

Though the schedule serves as an abstraction of the program state, it does mean that we can schedule any thread at any state. Because a thread may be blocked or in sleep at some states. A program can be scheduled only when it is enabled at that state.

Event Labeling. The action a thread is going to execute is called an event and it is used for defining the ordering constraints. The event labeling is to mark what event the thread(t) is going to execute if scheduled next after scheduler S.
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**Definition 3** (Event Labeling). An event labeling $E$ defines a set of event labels $L_E$ and each label $a \in L_E$ belongs to a particular thread $\text{thread}_E(a)$. A function $\text{next}_E(S,t)$ tells what event label the thread $t$ will execute if scheduled next after scheduler $S$.

Let $P$ be a program. An event labeling $E$ is a triple $(L_E, \text{thread}_E, \text{next}_E)$ where $L_E$ is a set of event labels, $\text{thread}_E$ is a function $L_E \rightarrow T$. Function $\text{next}_E : P \times T \rightarrow (L_E \cup \bot)$, which satisfies the following conditions:

- (Affinity) If $\text{next}_E(S,t) = a$ for some $a \in L_E$, then $\text{thread}_E(a) = t$.
- (Stability) If $\text{next}_E(S,t) = a$ for some $a \in L_E$, and if $t \neq t'$, then $\text{next}_E(S',t) = a$.
- (Uniqueness) If $\text{next}_E(S_1,t) = \text{next}_E(S_1S_2,t) = a$ for some $a \in L_E$, then $t \notin S_2$.
- (NotFirst) $\text{next}_E(\varepsilon,t) = \bot$, $\forall t \in T$.

In the Figure 4.2, thread 1 and thread 2 in Program SB 5.1a emits different events at different states. In Figure 4.1a, the next event on thread 1 is the write event 'X=1' and the next event on thread 2 is the write event 'Y=1'. And at the state in Figure 4.1b, the next event on thread 1 is the read event 'a=X' and the next event on thread 2 is the read event 'b=Y'.

**Shared Access Event** We define the shared access event to distinguish the events related to concurrency bugs. Because some action types are irrelevant to a concurrency bug, e.g., thread.create or thread.join.

**Definition 4** (Shared Access Event). The shared access event represents the events involved in thread-interleaving, containing all write, read, and fence actions.

**Bug Depth** Burckhardt et al. [21] defines the bug depth as the minimum number of ordering constraints that are sufficient to guide the scheduler to hit the bug.

**Definition 5** (Bug Depth). The formalization of bug depth - $d$, is the minimal size of scheduling constraints between event labelings that can guarantee to trigger the bug.
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Taking Program P3 5.2 as an example. Its bug depth \(d\) is 3. To hit successfully hit the assertion, scheduling generated by PCT should guarantee three ordering constraints: i) executing the ‘zero’ value check before writing zero to \(X\); ii) switching to thread 1 after the ‘zero’ value check but before executing the branch; iii) inserting a priority change point after writing ‘0’ but before writing value ‘1’ to \(X\).

**Event Tuple** The event tuple is a tuple that represents the necessary ordering of the events related to a certain bug. Once these events are scheduled as the order in this tuple, it can successfully hit the bug.

**Definition 6** (Event Tuple). A tuple including \(d\) events is expressed as \(<E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_d>\). Once a schedule can meet this order of \(E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_d\), it can hit a bug with depth of \(d\).

Here are event tuples for the former four concurrency program examples. The event tuple of Program P1 5.1b to hit the assertion is \{①, ②\}. For Program P2 5.1c, its event tuple is \{①, ②\} to hit the bug. And for Program P3 5.2, its bug depth is 3 and the related event tuple is comparatively complex: \{③, ①, ④, ②\}. If PCT scheduling satisfies the events ordering in this tuple, it can hit the assertion bug in Program P3 5.2.

The event tuple, can be viewed as a transformation of the ordering constraints, is critical to hit a bug. It is important to stress that the order of event in a tuple is strict. There should be no other events between the elements in a tuple.

### 5.1.3 The PCT Algorithm

The PCT algorithm - PCT(d,k) in Algorithm 1, takes the bug depth \(d\) as the bug depth and the instruction number \(k\) as test parameters. The definition of the depth(d) of a concurrency bug is the minimal number of scheduling constraints necessary to locate the bug. Intuitively, bugs having a greater depth sample from an exponentially larger set of schedules are therefore by nature more difficult to locate. If a program has \(n\) threads, the initial priorities for each thread should vary from \(d\) to \(d + n - 1\). As for the total instruction(shared access events) number - \(k\), we will generate \(d - 1\) priority changes in these \(k\) shared access events(instructions). That is to say, priority change points can be viewed as randomly picking \(d - 1\) different locations from all \(k\) locations in the program. The change priority points generated by parameters - \(d\) and \(k\) will decide whether we can meet certain ordering constraints.

**Priority of Thread** PCT algorithm adds a new feature to threads - priority. The priority is an integer larger than or equal to zero. The priority is given when a new thread is created and recorded until the end of execution. PCT realizes the scheduling with by controlling the thread’s priority.

**Initial Priority** When a thread is created, no matter main thread or child thread, PCT gives it an initial priority. The range of initial priorities for a program with \(n\) threads and a \(d\)-depth bug is \([d, d + n - 1]\).
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**Definition 7** (Thread Priority). For a program with n threads, PCT sets a n-size list to record the priority for each thread. Each thread in the program is given an initial priority when it is created. The range of initial priorities is from \( d \) to \( d + n - 1 \).

For example, Program SB 5.1a has main thread and two child threads, with a 0-depth bug. The range of initial priorities is [0,2]. Program P1 5.1b also has main thread and two child threads, whose bug depth is 1, initial priorities varying from 1 to 3. And for Program P2 5.1c its bug depth is 0 and has four threads (main thread and three child threads). So initial priorities will be 0,1,2, and 3.

**Priority Change Points**  PCT always picks the highest-priority thread to execute. So PCT can switch between different threads when it updates the priority of a thread. At a priority change point, PCT lowers the priority of a thread.

As PCT gives each thread a different initial priority and it always executes the highest-priority thread, there exists an initial order of each thread when the thread is created. For example, in Program P1 5.1b if we give thread 1 priority 2 and thread 2 priority 1, PCT executes thread 1 first. With the initial priorities, PCT already meets the ordering constraint in Program P2 5.1c executing the write event ’X=m’ happen before the read event. This means that initial priorities can guarantee one ordering constraint.

Therefore, PCT picks \( d - 1 \) points rather than \( d \) points when detecting a bug with depth of \( d \).

**Definition 8** (Priority Change Points). When PCT detects a \( d \)-depth bug, it randomly picks \( d - 1 \) integers from \([1, k]\), \( k \) is the number of all shared access events. The list that saves the \( d - 1 \) points is written as \([d_1, \ldots, d_{d-1}]\).

For example, in Program P3 5.2 it has four events: ① ② ③ ④. This \( d = 3 \) execution of Program P3 5.2 picks two locations in all instructions as priority change points. Again, here PCT picks \( d - 1 \) (i.e.,two) switching points rather than \( d \) (i.e.,three) points because different initial priority assigned by PCT can guarantee one ordering constraint. The detailed explanation of PCT scheduling Program P3 is discussed later in Chapter 5.1.4.

**Procedure PCT**  In Algorithm[1] we present the PCT algorithm based on the procedure of execution generation in C11Tester by sampling from the \( d \)-bounded test executions. PCT takes bug depth \( d \) and instruction number \( k \) as input.

PCT maintains a list of threads that records the threads’ ids according to their priorities, from high to low. PCT always chooses the next event on the current highest-priority thread. It schedules threads in order (i.e., priorities from high to low) and switches between them at randomly selected tuple of \( d - 1 \) events, \([d_1, \ldots, d_{d-1}]\), which are picked from the array \([1, k]\). The switching points (i.e., the priority change points) - \([d_1, \ldots, d_{d-1}]\), are kept in a \( d - 1 \)-size vector, whose elements are randomly picked from the range of \([1, k]\).

Vector threads is used to keep all threads’ priorities and the function highestPrEnabled(threads) will return the current highest-priority thread in it. We also adopt some parameters defined in C11Tester. The set of all currently available threads - enabled(t) and the next enabled event on thread \( t \) at state \( s \) - next\((s, t)\). In each scheduling, PCT will check whether it
meets a priority-change point with the help of the vector that saves change priority points - 
$[d_1, \ldots, d_{d-1}]$ and indexOf($i$, list) to get the index of the element $i$ in the list.

Algorithm 1 PCT

Data: schedulerLength // the count of scheduler length(number of calling the scheduler)

Data: $[d_1, \ldots, d_{d-1}]$ // list of $d - 1$ distinct integers, initialized randomly between [1, $k$]

Data: $t, e, s$ // the current executed thread, event and current execution state

1: procedure PCT($d, k$)
2:     while enabled($s$) $\neq \emptyset$ do
3:         for $t \in enabled(s)$ do
4:             if $t \notin$ threads then
5:                     threads[randomIdx] $\leftarrow$ $t$ $\triangleright$ give a new thread random priority
6:         end if
7:     end for
8:     $t \leftarrow$ highestPrEnabled(threads) $\triangleright$ find the thread with highest priority
9:     $e \leftarrow$ next($s, t$) $\triangleright$ get next event on selected thread
10:    schedulerLength $\leftarrow$ schedulerLength + 1 $\triangleright$ increase scheduler length
11:    if schedulerLength $\in$ indexOf($[d_1, \ldots, d_{d-1}]$) then
12:        Index $\leftarrow$ indexOf(schedulerLength, $[d_1, \ldots, d_{d-1}]$)
13:        threads[Index] $\leftarrow$ $t$ $\triangleright$ lower the thread’s priority
14:    continue
15:    end if
16:    execute($e$) $\triangleright$ execute next event on selected thread
17: end while
18: end procedure

When exploring the execution space, PCT always selects the thread $t$ with the highest priority from the enabled set(line 8 in Algorithm [1]) and the next enabled event on thread $t$(line 9 in Algorithm [1]). PCT counts the scheduler length and increases by one every time(line 10 in Algorithm [1]). On line 11 in Program [1] PCT checks if the current scheduler length is among the selected $d - 1$ locations. If this is the case, it means PCT now meets a thread switching(priority change) point. PCT will first find out the related index of this switching point(line 12 in Algorithm [1]). Second, PCT puts the current highest-priority thread - $t$ to this related index among all threads(line 13 in Algorithm [1]), which can be viewed as lowering the priority of thread - $t$. Then, PCT executes the next event(line 16 in Algorithm [1]). After the thread priority update(line 13), in the next loop(line 2 in Algorithm [1], PCT will repeat this procedure.

5.1.4 Examples and Lower Bound on Probability to Hit the Bug

Example: $d = 3$ Consider the Program P3 in Figure 5.2 In this example, the bug depth is 3. The three scheduling constraints are i) checking variable X not ‘0’ before writing ‘0’ to X; ii) switching to thread 2 before writing ’1’ to X but after writing ‘0’ to X; iii) writing ’1’ to X after the assertion. PCT needs $d - 1(2)$ switching points to hit the assertion bug.
In Figure 5.2, the event tuple to hit the bug in Program P3 is \{ ③, ①, ④, ② \}. The first constraint \{ ③, ① \} can be satisfied by the initial priorities - thread 2 being given higher initial priority than that of thread 1. The second constraint: \{ ③, ④ \}, is realized by PCT updating the priority of thread 2 before executing ③ after executing ③. For the third constraint: ④, ①, PCT updates the priority of thread 1 before executing ② after executing ①.

**Example:**  \( d = 0 \) and \( d = 1 \) As mentioned above, for a bug with a depth of \( d \), PCT picks \( d - 1 \) switching points. But the number of switching points should larger than or equal to zero. To avoid confusion, we gives the example of program with \( d = 0 \) and \( d = 1 \). For a bug depth lower than 1, PCT does not pick any switching point but assigning initial priorities to each thread and executes them one by one.

Program SB 5.1a includes an order violation, whose bug depth is 0. In the weak memory model, the order violation appears when the mo of events are RELAXED. As shown in Figure 4.2a, the order violation can be triggered. As its bug depth is 0, PCT does not pick any switching point. PCT only assigns the initial priority to thread 1 and thread 2. PCT either executes thread 1 first, followed by thread 2 or executes thread 2 first, followed by thread 1. These two executions generated by PCT have no difference in the probability of hitting the bug. As the bug lies in the selection of read-from values. This bug can be triggered by at least one of the read events on thread 1 or thread 2 that read from the write event on the main thread(X = Y = 0).

Program P1 5.1b includes an assertion violation, whose bug depth is 1. As its bug depth is 1, PCT does not pick any switching point. If PCT gives thread 1 a higher initial priority, it executes thread 1 first. After finishing thread 1, PCT switches to thread 2. If PCT can pick the write event ’X=m’ for thread 2 to read from, it hits the bug. But if PCT gives thread 2 a higher initial priority, it executes thread 2 first and PCT cannot read from the write event ’X=m’, which makes it impossible to hit the bug. The probability to hit the assertion in Program P2 5.1c is \( \frac{1}{2n} \).

### 5.1.5 Theoretical Guarantee (Lower Bound on Probability)

For a bug with the depth of \( d \), PCT picks \( d - 1 \) change points uniformly among all \( k \) shared access events. Picking switching points is the first part of the lower bound on probability, which is \( \frac{1}{k} \). The second point we need to consider is that one scheduling constraint is guaranteed by the initial priority. For example, in Program P3 5.2, thread 2 should be given a higher priority at first. The probability of giving a proper initial priority is \( \frac{1}{n} \). Combining these two aspects, we give a lower bound on the theoretical probability of the PCT algorithm to hit a \( \text{’d’}-\text{depth bug} - \frac{1}{nk^{d-1}} \).

### 5.2 PCTWM Algorithm

#### 5.2.1 Application of PCT to Weak Memory

While PCT guarantees a lower bound on the probability of detecting bugs, its theoretical guarantees do not apply to weak memory programs. We demonstrate this on a variant of
Program 5.1b where all the load and store accesses to the variable X are relaxed accesses. In that case, an execution that schedules all operations of the first thread before the second thread does not necessarily produce the bug. The load operation in the second thread can get X’s value from any of the store operations in the first thread.

Different from SC programs, the behavior of the weak memory programs depends on not only the thread interleavings but also on the selection of the store operations that the load operations get the values from. Based on this observation, we revise the notion of concurrency bug depth to capture the effect of the store operations on the load operations on the same variables.

The traditional notion of concurrency bug depth based on the scheduling order of the program actions does not apply to weak memory programs.

We demonstrate that the existing notion does not capture weak memory concurrency bugs using Program 5.1a. The program exhibits a buggy behavior when both variables a and b load the value 1. The traditional notion of bug depth is defined as the minimum number of thread scheduling constraints that are sufficient to produce the bug [21]. However, the bug in Program 5.1a does not depend on the scheduling order of the actions. Rather, the bug exposes in the communication of the effect of a particular store operation in the first thread to the load operation in the second thread.

5.2.2 Revising Concurrency Bug Depth

We revise the concurrency bug depth definition to capture thread communication, rather than thread interleavings. More specifically, we define the depth of a concurrency bug as the minimum number of communication relations between the concurrent events in the execution. Roughly, a communication relation between two concurrent events communicates the effects of some store operations to a load operation. For example, the depth of the concurrency bug in Program 5.1a is $d = 0$ since it does not require any communication between its threads. That is, the actions in each thread only access the values of the variables that are available in their thread-local views.

Notice that the revised definition of the bug depth extends the existing notion that uses thread interleavings. For the case of sequentially consistent programs, every thread interleaving induces a communication relation: the effects of all the store operations in an executing thread are communicated to the other threads at the thread interleavings. For example, the depth of the concurrency bug in Program 5.1b is $d = 1$ using both notions. The bug exposes in the presence of a single communication relation between its events, i.e., the communication of the effect of the store $X = m$ to the load operation in the second thread. As another example, the assertion violation in Program 5.1c has bug depth of $d = 2$. It requires the communication of (i) the store operation on X in the first thread to the read operation on X in the second thread and (ii) the store operation to Y in the third thread to the read operation Y in the second thread.
5.2.3 PCTWM: PCT for Weak Memory

PCTWM extends PCT to generate an execution with \( d \) communication relations instead of \( d \) ordering constraints. Similar to PCT, PCTWM takes the number of instructions \( k_{\text{com}} \) in a program and the concurrency bug depth \( d \) as input and samples an execution from the \( d \)-bounded set of executions. However, different from PCT, PCTWM uses the revised definition of bug depth; it does not sample from the executions with \( d \) thread scheduling constraints, but from the executions with \( d \) communication relations. Roughly, it (i) chooses \( d \) operations as communication destinations among the set of communication events (e.g., load operations) and orders them to schedule in a particular order, (ii) chooses a source operation (e.g., a store operation) for each communication event before scheduling them. Bounding the number of communication relations by \( d \) restricts the amount of thread interaction in an execution. Without any restrictions, a relaxed load operation can potentially read from any store operation on the same variable. However, bounding an execution to have only \( d \) communication relations allows only \( d \) operations to read from an external value that is not yet communicated to the loading thread. It restricts the behavior of the rest of the load operations to read the values available in their thread local views.

For example, the \( d = 0 \) execution of Program 5.1a does not allow any load operations to read an external value. Therefore, both load operations read the values available in the local views of their respective threads. Similarly, the \( d = 0 \) execution of Program 5.1b restricts the load operation to read the initial value of \( X \). Alternatively, a \( d = 1 \) execution of the program allows the load operation to read a value written by the first thread. Consider another program, give in the Figure 5.1c. A \( d = 1 \) execution of the program allows the communication of either the value of \( X \) stored in the first thread or the value of \( Y \) stored in the third thread to the load operations in the second thread. An execution that loads both \( a = 1 \) and \( b = 1 \) is of concurrency depth \( d = 2 \) since it requires two communication relations.

Besides the number of communication relations \( d \), PCTWM further parametrizes the execution space using a history bounding parameter \( h \). The history bound restricts the set of store operations that a load operation can read from based on how old a value is. It serves to prioritize the executions that load possibly stale values but not older than \( h \) number of store operations. Hence, a load operation that is chosen as a communication destination can read from only \( h \) possible values instead of \( m \) values, further reducing the sample set of executions.

For example, an execution of Program 5.1b with \( d = 1 \) and \( h = 2 \) detects the concurrency bug with probability \( 1/2 \). First, it chooses \( d = 1 \) communication destinations. This example has only one possible communication destination, i.e., load operation in the assertion statement. Then, it chooses a source operation for the communication relation within a history bound \( h = 2 \). In this example, it can select to read from either \( X = (m - 1) \) or \( X = m \) each with the probability of \( 1/2 \), the latter hitting the bug.

We provide the formal definition of a communication relation, the complete PCTWM algorithm, and its theoretical guarantees in Section 5.2.7.

\footnote{Instead of the total number of instructions, PCTWM takes the number of communication events as we describe in Chapter 5.}
The PCTWM algorithm extends PCT to weak memory programs in a memory model agnostic way so that its guarantees apply to any memory model. The algorithm relies on the two key concepts of (i) communication relation between concurrent program events and (ii) local thread view that maintains the set of updates made available to a thread.

Based on the underlying memory model these concepts can be defined.

It extends PCT by checking (i) whether the event may communicate with an event of another thread, i.e., it is a communication event and (ii) maintaining the local views of the threads for each variable.

### 5.2.4 Formal Definitions

**Definition 9** (Communication relation). Following the (SC) constraint in C11Tester model (see Chapter 2), we consider inter-thread rf, hb, SC as com relations, that is, 
\[ \text{com} \triangleq (\text{rf} \cup \text{hb} \cup \text{SC}) \setminus \text{po}. \]

**Definition 10** (Communication event). A communication relation is formed between two events: a source event and a sink event of the communication relation. A source event captures the effect which can potentially be communicated to other threads. So it is a SC, or a write or a fence event. A sink event communicates the updates of other threads to its local thread. We call the sink events as communication events. So it is a SC, or read, or acquire event.

Intuitively, the effect of the events in \( \text{dom}(\text{com}) \) (e.g., writing a value to a variable, releasing a fence) can potentially be communicated to an event in \( \text{codom}(\text{com}) \) (e.g., reading the value of a variable, acquiring a fence) running on another thread. We call the events in \( \text{dom}(\text{com}) \) as communication sources and the events in \( \text{codom}(\text{com}) \) as communication sinks.

**Definition 11** (Bug depth). The depth of a concurrency bug is the minimum number of communication relations between the concurrent events in an execution that is sufficient to produce the bug.

**Definition 12** (View). A view is a map from locations to a set of maximal-mo events. Given an execution \( \langle E, \text{po}, \text{rf}, \text{mo}, \text{SC} \rangle \), 
\[ \text{view}(x) = \text{maximal}_{\text{mo}}(E_x) \text{ holds where } E_x \text{ are the set of write or update events.} \]

- Combine views on a location \( x \). We write \( \bigcup_{\text{mo}} (\text{view}_1(x), \text{view}_2(x)) \) to compute the maximal view from \( \text{view}_1(x) \) and \( \text{view}_2(x) \) for a given location \( x \), i.e. maximal\( (\text{view}_1(x) \cup \text{view}_2(x), \text{mo}) \).

- Combine views on all memory locations. Similarly, we write \( \bigcup_{\text{mo}} (\text{view}_1, \text{view}_2) \) to compute \( \bigcup_{\text{mo}} (\text{view}_1(x), \text{view}_2(x)) \) for all memory locations \( x \).

In one execution, each thread may maintain its own view. We write \( t.\text{view} \) to denote the view of thread \( t \). Essentially, a thread view maintains the latest write or update events observed by the thread for each memory location.
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Definition 13 (History depth). The history depth $h$ bounds a read event in one execution to read-from an event that does not have more than $h$ imm(mo)-related successors.

5.2.5 The PCTWM Algorithm

The PCTWM algorithm randomly generates a test execution with $d$ communication relations between the events. The generated test execution allows $d$ selected events to observe the updates of external threads and restricts the other events to access only their thread views.

Generating a test execution for a weak memory program requires (i) selecting the next event to execute and (ii) selecting the behavior of the event (e.g., selecting which event to read from). The PCTWM algorithm binds these two choices and restricts the execution to switch threads only at $d$ points that correspond to the external reads or synchronization of the inter-thread events. PCTWM sorts the threads in random order and switches between them at $d$ points that can observe the effects of the events from the other threads. It restricts the weak memory behavior of the rest of the events to access their local thread views.

We present the PCTWM algorithm (see Algorithm 2) following the structure of the C11Tester [51] by (i) incorporating $d$-bounded test generation in PCT [21], and (ii) maintaining the thread-local views for computing the behavior of communication events.

The PCTWM algorithm takes the bug depth $d$, the history depth $h$, and the number of communication events in the program $k_{com}$, as test parameters. Then, it samples $h$-bounded $d$ communication relations among the $k_{com}$ events in the execution.

PCTWM maintains a list of threads that keeps the thread id’s in the order of their priorities. It chooses the next event to be scheduled using the priority-based approach in PCT. It runs threads in order w.r.t. their priorities and switches between them at randomly selected $d$ points in the execution. The switching points are specified by the randomly selected tuple of $d$ events, $[d_1, \ldots, d_d]$, randomly initialized between $[1, k_{com}]$. We also keep a set of events, reordered, at which the threads switch. These $d$ events are singled out to potentially read from externally written values of the accessed variables. The algorithm variables $i$ and $s$ keep the current number of communication events and the execution state respectively.

Similar to C11Tester, we use enabled($s$) to denote the set of all threads that are enabled in state $s$, and next($s$, $t$) to refer to the next enabled event in thread $t$ at state $s$. We also use highestPrEnabled($threads$) to get the thread id with the highest priority among $threads$, and indexOf($i$, $list$) to get the index of the element $i$ in $list$.

Procedure PCTWM. The algorithm selects the enabled thread $t$ with the highest thread priority (line 5 in Algorithm 2) and the next enabled event $e$ of $t$ (line 6). If the event is a communication event, it is potentially involved in one of the $d$ communication relations. In that case, we increment the number of the communication events encountered in the execution (line 8 in Algorithm 2) and check if that event is among the randomly selected $d$ events (line 9 in Algorithm 2). If this is the case, we delay the execution of its thread by reducing its priority (line 11) and adding the event to the set reordered (line 12). We update the priority of the thread to the value, say $d_e$, corresponding to $e$’s index in the tuple
Algorithm 2 PCTWM

**Input:** The bound on the number of comm. events $k_{com}$, bug depth $d$, history depth $h$

**Data:**
- `threads` // the list of threads in ascending order of priorities, the first $d$ positions are initially null
- `[d_1, \ldots, d_d]` // list of $d$ distinct integers, initialized randomly between $[1, k_{com}]$
- `reorderedEvents` // the set of event ids reordered with a thread priority change, initially empty
- `numEvents` // the count of comm. events observed, initially 0

```python
1: procedure PCTWM($k_{com}, d, h$)
2:     while enabled(s) $\neq 0$ do
3:         for $th \in enabled(s)$ and $th \notin threads$ do
4:             // insert th to a random index after $d$ in threads
5:             $t \leftarrow$ getHighestPrEnabled(threads)
6:             $e \leftarrow next(s, t)$
7:             if isCommunicationEvent($e$) then
8:                 $i \leftarrow i + 1$
9:                     if $i \in \{d_1, \ldots, d_d\}$ then
10:                        Index $\leftarrow indexOf(i, [d_1, \ldots, d_d])$
11:                        threads[Index] $\leftarrow t$
12:                        reordered $\leftarrow$ reordered $\cup \{e\}$
13:                        continue
14:                     end if
15:                 end if
16:             end if
17:             executeAndUpdateView(s, e)
18:         end for
19:     end while
20: end procedure
```

```python
1: procedure isCommunicationEvent($t, e$)
2:     return $e \in (SC \cup R \cup F \cap ACQ)$
3: end procedure
```
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Algorithm 3 executeAndUpdateView(s, e): Executes e and updates the thread view

1: procedure EXECUTEANDUPDATEVIEW(s, e)
2:  \( b \leftarrow \bot \)
3:  \( x \leftarrow e.\text{loc} \)
4:  if \( e \in \text{SC} \) then
5:    \( e' \leftarrow \text{getSC}(t, e) \)
6:    \( t.\text{view} \leftarrow \bigcup(t.\text{view}, e'.\text{bag}) \)
7:  end if
8:  if \( e \in \mathcal{W} \) then
9:    \( t.\text{view}(x) \leftarrow e \)
10: end if
11: if \( e \in \mathcal{R} \) then
12:  if \( e \in \text{reordered} \) then \( \triangleright \text{read from any of the store operations} \)
13:    \( b \leftarrow \text{readGlobal}(t, h) \)
14:    if isSync(e, b) then
15:      \( t.\text{view} \leftarrow \bigcup_{s.\text{mo}}(t.\text{view}, b.\text{bag}) \)
16:    else
17:      \( t.\text{view}(x) \leftarrow \bigcup_{s.\text{mo}}(t.\text{view}(x), b.\text{bag}(x)) \)
18:    end if
19:  else \( \triangleright \text{read from the local thread view} \)
20:    \( b \leftarrow \text{readLocal}(t) \)
21:  end if
22: end if
23: if \( e \in \mathcal{F}_{\text{ACQ}} \) then
24:  esw \leftarrow \text{getSWSet}(t, e)
25:  for \( e' \in \text{esw} \) do
26:    \( t.\text{view} \leftarrow \bigcup_{s.\text{mo}}(t.\text{view}, e'.\text{bag}) \)
27:  end for
28: end if
29: if \( e \in \mathcal{F}_{\text{REL}} \) then \( \triangleright \text{no update to the current thread’s view} \)
30: end if
31: \( e.\text{bag} \leftarrow t.\text{view} \)
32: \( s \leftarrow \text{executes}, t, b \)
33: end procedure
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A delayed execution of \( d_1, \ldots, d_d \) delays the execution of \( e \) to execute after all program events except for the events \( [d_{e+1}, \ldots, d_d] \). Reordering its execution preserving the order of events identified by \( d_1, \ldots, d_d \). Enforcing a particular order between communication events provides the visibility of some \( dom(com) \) events to some \( codom(com) \) events. We provide an example test execution in Section 5.2.6 that enforces a certain ordering and weak memory behavior of the events forming communication relations.

The PCTW algorithm extends PCT in a memory model agnostic by using the in a memory model agnostic procedures: (i) \( isComEvent \), which is used to check if an event is communication events and potentially update the thread priorities only at such events (line 7) and (ii) \( executeAndUpdateView \), which is used to update the local views of the threads using (line 14).

Procedure \( isComEvent \). Following the definition of communication events above, a communication event is: (1) an \( SC \) event or (2) a read event which may read from other threads, or (3) a synchronization event, that can be a source or sink of an inter-thread synchronization (\( sw \)) relation.

Procedure \( executeAndUpdateView \) Given the scheduled event \( e \) and its thread \( t \), this procedure executes \( e \) and updates the thread local view of \( t \) accordingly. For every event we maintain a bag that captures the thread-local view at the point of its execution. Whenever an event forms a communication relation where its the source, we communicate its bag to the sink event of the communication relation. The sink event uses the bag to update its own thread-local view. The update depends on the type of the communication relation.

On line 1 in Algorithm 3 we keep a reference \( b \) for a read or RMW event \( e \) to store the behavior of the write event \( e \) reads-from. Based on the type of \( e \) we update the view of thread \( t \) and the bag of \( e \). On lines 3-4, if \( e \) is a non-communication event (i.e. a relaxed or non-atomic write) then it updates the view of \( t \) only at the location accessed by \( e \). If \( e \) is a read or RMW from the reordered set, that is, one of the communication sinks, then on line 8 \( e \) reads from a visible write or RMW event \( w \) within history bound \( h \), else on line 15 \( e \) reads-from local event to thread \( t \) by readLocal. If \( e \) reads-from a non-local event, it updates the view of \( t \). We store the thread view propagated from \( w \) to \( t \) at \( b \). Next, on line 10, if \( e \) is the sink of an \( sw \) relation then we update the view of \( t \) with the bag in \( b \) with the mo-maximal events per location. Otherwise, on line 12, we update the view of \( t \) only for the memory location accessed by event \( e \).

On lines 16-17, if \( e \) is a write or RMW then the view of thread \( t \) is updated with event \( e \) at the location of \( e \). On lines 18-19, if \( e \) is an acquire or stronger fence then it updates the view of thread \( t \) with the views of all events with which it synchronizes (returned by \( getSWset \)).

On line 4-7, if \( e \) is an \( SC \) event then it updates the view of thread \( t \) with the views of its \( SC \)-predecessors (returned by \( getSC \)).

Finally, we store the view of \( t \) in the bag of \( e \) on line 30 and update the execution state on line 32.
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**Example**  Consider the Program 5.3. In this program $a = 1$, $b = 1$ results in a bug.

The execution in the Program 5.3 shows that if $a = 1$ then also $b = 1$. In the beginning of the execution, the initial views of the threads T1, T2 are $\{ (X, i_x), (Y, i_y) \}$ where $i_x$ and $i_y$ are initialization writes of $X$ and $Y$ respectively. Execution of $e_1$ updates the thread view to $\{ (X, e_1), (Y, i_y) \}$ which remains same after $e_2$ following line 6 and 26 respectively in the Algorithm 3. Execution of $e_3$ updates the thread view on $Y$ (line 6 in Algorithm 3). The read event $e_4$ reads-from $e_3$ and obtains T1’s view in its bag (line 9 in Algorithm 3). It updates only the view on $X$, and the updated view is $\{ (X, e_1), (Y, e_3) \}$ following 21-25 in Algorithm 3. Fence event $e_5$ synchronizes with $e_2$ and obtain $(X, e_1), (Y, i_y)$ in its bag to update T2’s view to $\{ (X, e_1), (Y, e_3) \}$ following 21-25 in Algorithm 3. Finally, while executing $e_6$ the only write available in the thread-local view is $e_1$ which overwrites the initialization on $X$. As a result, $e_6$ must read value 1 following line 21 in Algorithm 3. In that case outcome $a = 1, b = 0$ is a bug.

5.2.6 Example Test Executions Generated by PCTWM

We now discuss some example executions generated by PCTWM for testing Program 5.4 which is a message passing program in which all the shared memory accesses are relaxed accesses. The program consists of the parallel execution of three threads T1, T2, and T3. The execution of a program that reads $Y == 1$ and $X == 0$ in T3 hits an assertion violation. While the proper synchronization of the operations could prevent the assertion violation, we consider this buggy version of the program with all relaxed accesses to illustrate the test case generation of PCTWM and how it detects the bug.

Generating the execution with $d = 0$. The $d = 0$ execution of Program 5.4 (see Figure 5.4(a)) does not have any communication relations. Therefore, it does not allow any external reads. Following Algorithm 2 PCTWM randomly assigns priorities to the threads.
and runs them serially in the order of their priorities. Since $d = 0$, it forbids any thread switches or communication relations.

**Generating an execution with $d = 1$.** PCTWM generates a $d = 1$ execution of the program by randomly sampling a communication relation in the execution. The algorithm randomly assigns priorities to the threads, (e.g., in the decreasing order to T1, T2, and T3, respectively for the execution in Figure 5.4(b)). Then, switches the threads at a randomly selected $d = 1$ event, allowing that event to read-from a value written in another thread (if it is a read event) or synchronize with an external event (e.g., a read-acquire even can synchronize with a write-release event). For this program, PCTWM selects the $d = 1$ event out of $k_{com} = \{e_2, e_4, e_5\}$. In the example execution in Figure 5.4(b), it selects $[e_2]$ as the sink of the $com$ relation.

The test execution starts running the threads in the order of their priorities, reordering the execution of T2 at $e_2$ by reducing the priority of its thread (line 11 in Algorithm 2).
The test execution continues with T3, executing $e_4$. Since these events are not involved in a communication relation, they read from their thread local views, i.e., $X = 0$ and $Y = 0$ (corresponding to line 21 in Algorithm 3). After the completion of T3, PCTWM executes $e_2$. Since $e_2$ is reordered to form a communication relation with an earlier event, i.e., $e_2 \in \text{reordered}$, it can read globally from any value within a bound of $h = 1$ (line 23). In this example, $e_2$ reads from $e_1$, forming the communication relation $(e_1,e_2)$. Then, PCTWM runs the next event $e_3$ in T2 completing the test execution.

### Generating an execution with $d = 2$. PCTWM generates a $d = 2$ execution of the program by randomly sampling two communication relations in the execution. Similar to the previous case, it randomly assigns priorities to the threads, (e.g., in the decreasing order to T1, T2, and T3 respectively). It switches the threads at a randomly selected $d = 2$ events, allowing only these events to read-from or synchronize with an externally written value. In this example, PCTWM selects the tuple $[e_2,e_4]$ of $d = 2$ events which can access thread external writes. The algorithm runs T1 executing $e_1$, delays the execution of $e_2$ by reducing the priority of T2. The execution continues with T3 but this time it also delays the execution of T3 at $e_4$ as well. The updated priorities of T2 and T3 preserve the order of the selected events $[e_2,e_4]$. Therefore, the execution moves to T2, executing $e_2 \in \text{reordered}$ by allowing it to read from an external value and form a communication relation. In this execution, $e_2$ reads from $e_1$ which forms the communication relation $(e_1,e_2)$. Then, the PCTWM algorithm executes $e_3$ and moves to T3. Since $e_4 \in \text{reordered}$, it forms a communication relation. In this execution, $e_4$ reads from $e_3$, which forms the communication relation $(e_3,e_4)$. This execution with two communication relations hits the assertion violation.

This example highlights several insights of the algorithm. First, more complex executions with deeper concurrency bugs manifest in the existence of a higher number of communication relations. Second, the order of the events identified by $[d_1,\ldots,d_d]$ that are selected to form communication relations affect the generated test execution. For example, if the algorithm generates a test case by selecting $[e_4,e_2]$ instead of $[e_2,e_4]$, then $e_4$ can only read $X = 0$. The execution order of the selected $d$ events affects the set of visible values to a read event. Finally, a communication relation updates the thread local views based on the semantics of the events in the formed communication relation. For example, the communication relation $(e_3,e_4)$ in Figure 5.4(c) updates only the variable $Y$ in the thread local view of T3 (following line 18 in Algorithm 3). However, if the communication relation $(e_3,e_4)$ formed a synchronization (e.g., $e_3$ was a release-write and $e_4$ was an acquire-read), the updates on both variables $X$ and $Y$ would be propagated to the thread local view of T3 (corresponding to line 10 in Algorithm 3).

### 5.2.7 The Probability of Detecting Bugs using PCTWM

Given a program with $k_{\text{com}}$ communication events, PCTWM samples an execution with $d$ communication relations and a history bound of $h$ with the probability of at least

$$\frac{1}{\Theta(hk_{\text{com}}^d)}.$$

It chooses $d$ events out of $k_{\text{com}}$ events as the sinks of $d$ communication relations from $\binom{k_{\text{com}}}{d}$ possible ways. It sorts these $d$ events in a particular order yielding $\binom{k_{\text{com}}}{d} \cdot d! \leq k_{\text{com}}^d$ many...
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ways. For each of the $d$ communication sinks, it selects a communication event as the source out of $h$ possible events, in $O(h^d)$ possible ways. Therefore, the size of the set of executions sampled by the PCTWM algorithm is bounded by $O((h \cdot k_{com})^d)$. Trivially, the probability of choosing an execution out of this set is at least $\frac{1}{O((h \cdot k_{com})^d)}$, which is exponentially low only in the bug depth parameter $d$. 
Chapter 6

Implementation

This chapter describes how the PCT and PCTWM algorithms are implemented in the C11Tester. We illustrate the PCT and PCTWM implementation based on the algorithm’s procedure described in Chapter 5.

6.1 C11Tester Implementation and Plugins for Algorithms

The C11Tester replaces the pthread library functions to control the thread scheduling. C11Tester checks the consistency between its execution and the C/C++11 semantics when executing each action. It adopts the graph theory to maintain the correctness of the execution. The events and relations between events are separately abstracted as the nodes and edges in the graph. The C/C++11 standard’s semantics are abstracted as the acyclic rule in the graph.

It also applies the full semantics in the C/C++ memory model to constrain the action selection. In other words, the C11Tester can offer the available threads for each step and randomly select the next executed thread and the next action on this thread. When the program needs to choose an event, e.g., a read-from value, C11Tester randomly selects from the available event set until the selected event does not violate the C/C++11 semantics. C11Tester utilizes the naive randomized thread scheduling, randomly picking one thread from current available (non-sleep and non-blocked) threads’ set - rf_set. The implemented detector can report any data race or assertion violations it meets.

The workflow of C11Tester is simply abstracted in Figure 3.2. We can view the execution in C11Tester as an action-selection loop until the execution meets an end - no available thread or action to execute. First, by initializing each thread and recording their states, C11Tester collects the available threads’ set every time it calls the thread scheduler. Second, C11Tester randomly picks an enabled thread from the set of available threads. If there exists at least one available thread, C11Tester processes the next event on this thread. Otherwise, this execution is finished. When processing an event, C11Tester checks whether it needs to read from other events and also collects available read-from events. Note that the correctness of possible behavior for an event is checked by the acyclic of the graph. Third, an event will be executed and added to the graph. Fourth, after executing this action, C11Tester finds out whether this event specifies the next event (e.g., the RMW action
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is divided into serial actions - a read and a write action). If this is not the case, C11Tester repeats the first step - collecting currently available threads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mo-graph</td>
<td>The graph abstracted by C11Tester to check the consistency between execution and C/C++11 semantics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>action_list</td>
<td>AA list, which is derived from the mo-graph, records all activities in one spot or on all threads. C11Tester backward traverses an action list on one location to collect possible behaviors for some events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rf_set</td>
<td>The vector defined by C11Tester, which contains all available read-from events in the current state. Collected once every state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>check_current_action</td>
<td>The core function in interface execution. It checks and processes the chosen event based on its type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>select_next_thread</td>
<td>The core function in interface scheduler to realize the thread scheduling. It traverses the threads and collects available ones. In this function, we can implement different strategies to pick a thread to execute among currently available threads.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>take_step</td>
<td>The thread selection action in execution, returns the next scheduled thread based on the current executed event.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Properties of C11Tester and related to PCTWM implementation.

As we discussed before, C11Tester adopts the graph theory to keep track of all events and relations between them. The graph abstracted by C11Tester is called mo-graph, i.e., modification order graph. Specifically speaking, it uses the delay decision in the action selection. It first randomly selects the required action from the allowed action set and then adds this action to the graph to check whether a cycle appears. If no cycle is created, the action is assumed as executable and moves to the next step. Otherwise, the selected action violates the C/C++ semantics and repeats the random selection until the appropriate action is chosen.

**Random Testing in C11tester** The C11Tester adopts graph theory and associates every state transition taken by the thread with the dynamic operation that affected the transition. It uses a set to record the enabled sets and get the next transition on each thread.

As shown in figure 6.1, C11Tester explores the execution space in two steps: (i) selecting a thread and executing the next event on this thread; (ii) selecting the behavior of the selected thread’s next operation. The C11Tester employs a random technique by default for the thread and transition selection, which is the central component of the execution exploration. The pluggable framework for testing algorithms to intelligently choose the next thread and behavior is implemented by the C11Tester.

**Collect Available Read From Events** C11Tester collects a set of enabled read-from events for a read event. When collecting the enabled events, C11Tester first locates the
6.2. PCT and PCTWM: Parameters

This section specifies the flags we set for the parameters in PCT and PCTWM, through which we can pass the parameters to sample the scheduling. For example, in the command, we can use `-d2` to set the bug depth as 2 for PCTWM. The implementation of the PCT and PCTWM does not affect the old flags set by the C11Tester, e.g., controlling the execution time with flag `n`.

**Interfaces of C11Tester** The following are the key components of the C11Tester: 1) `cyclegraph` - to create and update the graph to model-check the correctness of the execution; 2) `execution` - to process the execution based on different actions and memory orders; 3) `scheduler` - the randomized scheduler to filter enabled threads and randomly select one thread to execute; 4) `threads` - to save the state of each thread including all parent and child threads; 5) `action` - to initiate and process each action by its action type, also to pass the information to the model checking for C/C++ semantics inside C11Tester; 6) `model` - control the whole C11Tester running; 6) `main`: to accept and set default parameters.

![Diagram](image-url)

Figure 6.1: PCT and PCTWM implementation on C11Tester. Above the dotted line is the thread scheduling level. Below the dotted line is the communication relation (read-from value selection) value.

last action on each thread. And then it traverses back the action list until it meets a stop condition defined by C/C++11 semantics.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flag</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>bug depth</td>
<td>≥ 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>number of shared access events (i.e., instructions)</td>
<td>≥ 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>seed</td>
<td>≥ 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Flags in PCT Implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flag</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>bug depth</td>
<td>≥ 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>the estimated number of communication events</td>
<td>≥ 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>the history bound in collecting communication events for the view</td>
<td>≥ 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>seed</td>
<td>≥ 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Flags in PCTWM Implementation

6.3 PCT Implementation

PCT algorithm is implemented in the scheduler interface, replacing the naive random thread scheduling with priority-based scheduling. Based on the PCT implementation in the scheduler, PCTWM has been further implemented in interface execution.

6.3.1 Parameters

Algorithm Parameters As we discuss before, PCT has two parameters to control the scheduling - bug depth \(d\) and shared memory accesses events \(k\). They are define in the header file of params and implemented in the main file. After the parameters are passed to PCT through the main function, the interface scheduler gets the parameters it needs. Second, we set a flag - 's' to change the random seed. The default seed is already set but this parameter can offer more options for sampling.

Additional Parameters These are some parameters used in implementation to sample the scheduling.

- **scheduler length** This parameter is used to count how many times PCT schedules the threads, which relates to the priority change points and livelock number. The initial scheduler length is zero and it will increase by one every step.

- **livelock** The model-checker approach has a common limitation - some scheduling samples may meet a 'livelock' in the search space, whose processing will be discussed in Chapter 6.3.3. It is more likely for PCT to create such schedules as it preempts threads only for a limited number of times. For this reason, we add another parameter - livelock in the C11Tester. It is automatically assigned a multiple of the number of shared memory accesses events \(k\). Every time the scheduler length meets the times of livelock, it will adopt the random selection to jump out of the livelock.
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6.3.2 Implementation based on Algorithm \[1\]

Assign Initial Priorities Every time a new thread is created, PCT will give it a random initial priority (line 2 - 7 in Algorithm \[1\]). If a program has \( n \) threads, then the initial priorities for these \( n \) threads vary from \( d \) to \( d + n - 1 \). The priorities \( 1 \) to \( d - 1 \) are used for the priority change points.

In the PCT implementation, an \( n \)-size vector is created to represent the initial priority for each thread. By inserting the thread’ id to this vector randomly when C11Tester initializes a new thread, each thread’s priority is given based on its index in this vector.

Pick the Highest-Priority Thread and Execute Next Event Different from randomly picking one thread among the available threads, PCT always chooses the current highest priority thread (line 8 in Algorithm \[1\]). It executes the next event on this chosen thread (line 9 in Algorithm \[1\]). C11Tester realizes the randomized thread scheduling in function \( \text{select\_next\_thread}() \). PCT adds a function \( \text{getHighestPriorityThread} \) to pick the highest priority thread. It takes the set of all current available threads’ ids as input and returns the id of the highest priority thread among these available ones. As for executing the next event on a chosen thread, it is the same as C11Tester.

Priority Change Points The list of priority change points, i.e., the thread switching points, plays a critical role in PCT implementation. Because this list \([d_1, \ldots, d_{d-1}]\) decides how the PCT updates threads’ priorities and switches between them.

First, PCT picks \( d - 1 \) different integers from the range \([1, k]\). In order to produce and preserve these numbers, we define a vector \( \text{chg\_pts} \cdot \text{list} \cdot \text{d}_1, \ldots, d_{d-1} \). To verify that these integers are distinct, PCT shall traverse the elements in this vector and keep generating new ones until the newly created one is distinct.

Second, PCT counts the length of the scheduler (processed shared access events). Based on lines 10 - 12 in Algorithm \[1\] the length of a scheduler is used to check whether it is the priority change point. The \( \text{scheduler\_length} \) is initialized as zero and PCT increments the length of the scheduler in the function \( \text{select\_next\_thread}() \), which marks how many times PCT calls the thread scheduler. Every time PCT calls \( \text{select\_next\_thread} \) to choose one enabled thread, its length increments by one.

Third, to check whether meeting a thread switching point (priority change point), PCT compares the current scheduler length with values in the list \([d_1, \ldots, d_{d-1}]\). If the scheduler length equals one integer in this list, it means that the scheduler meets a change priority point.

Fourth, if it is a priority change point, PCT gets the index of this priority point in \([d_1, \ldots, d_{d-1}]\) (line 12 in Algorithm \[1\]). The function \( \text{find\_chg\_idx}() \) takes the current scheduler length as input and return the index of this length in the list \([d_1, \ldots, d_{d-1}]\). And PCT updates the priority of the current chosen thread \( \cdot \text{t} \), also the highest priority thread. The new priority assigned to this thread is the \( \text{Index} \) found by PCT. Function \( \text{move\_thread}(\text{index}, \text{thread\_id}) \) is implemented to realize line 13 in Algorithm \[1\] whose inputs are the index of change point and the id of current thread \( \text{t} \).
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6.3.3 Optimization

Processing Livelock  The *livelock* refers to the case that the program gets stuck in one thread and cannot stop executing this thread or switch to another thread. This may result from the current highest-priority thread needing to read from values on other lower-priority threads. The *livelock* may happen in any model-checker that explores the executions’ search space for a concurrent program on the weak memory model. For the naive randomized testing, this kind of case may not happen too often as every time the scheduler will randomly pick a thread to execute. However, in PCT, the scheduler will stay on one thread until it meets a priority change point, which makes it more likely to meet the livelock.

To prevent the livelock, we also add another parameter - *livelock* when implementing PCT. It is automatically assigned a value - a multiple of the number of the shared access events *k* by passing the parameter. PCT algorithm counts how many shared access events have been processed. And each time the number of processed shared access events is an integer multiple of parameter *livelock*, PCT makes a random selection to replace the highest priority selection so that PCT can jump out of the ‘live lock’.

Input Protection  Each parameter in PCT algorithm has a range. For example, the bug depth *d* in PCT algorithm should larger than or equal to zero but PCT picks *d − 1* priority change points. In the implementation, when the input *d* is lower than zero, PCT does not pick any priority change point.

The optimizations - processing livelock and input protection, in PCT implementation, are also added to PCTWM implementation.

6.4 PCTWM Implementation

The implementation of the PCTWM mainly covers the execution, threads, action and scheduler. The core realization of the PCTWM algorithm is to check and process action based on its type and memory order. How to process an event also decides how threads switch.

In the execution, this implementation mainly relies on the API `check_current_action`. In the threads and actions, we add the feature of the visible synchronization vector to save the visible newest value for each shared variable. The priority-based thread scheduling is implemented in the scheduler.

6.4.1 Parameters

Algorithm Parameters  Table 6.3 lists the parameters related to PCTWM implementation. First, the bug depth *d* in PCTWM represents the minimum communication relations it needs to trigger the bug. Second, PCTWM uses flag *k* to pass the number of communication events. Third, as we discuss in Chapter 5, PCTWM introduces a new parameter - history. Fourth, PCTWM still uses the flag *s* to represent the random seed.

Additional Parameters  priority change points In interface `scheduler`, the list(`chg_pts`) saves *d* distinct integers, representing the *d* switching points.
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Number of Processed Communication Events This parameter counts how many times PCTWM has met and processed a communication event, which relates to the priority change points and livelock number.

Livelock Similar to PCT, PCTWM also adds the parameter - livelock. It is automatically assigned a value - multiples of the communication events $k_{com}$ by passing the parameter. PCTWM counts how many communication events have been processed. And every time the number of processed communication events is an integer multiple of parameter livelock, PCTWM makes a random selection to replace the highest priority selection so that it can jump out of the 'live lock'.

6.4.2 Features Added to Interface

Action According to the algorithm 2 an action may have one bag to save its view. So in the implementation, each action has a new vector to save its view for each variable.

Thread Similar to the action, the thread also has a vector as its local view. First, every time the C11Tester processes a write event on the thread, local view will be updated. Second, when a communication relation is set up, a read action reading globally, the local view will be updated as the values on other threads are 'visible' to this thread now.

Scheduler Moreover, for the operation read, we have two types - global and local as we discuss in the algorithm 5. So we set a bool-vector external_read_thread in the scheduler, which records whether currently, the thread needs to read globally.

6.4.3 Implementation based on Algorithm 2 3

We illustrate the implementation of PCTWM based on the procedure in Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3.

Assign Initial Priorities On lines 2 - 4 in Algorithm 2 PCTWM assigns initial priority to a thread when initializing a new thread in the same way as PCT does. The difference between PCTWM is the range of initial priorities. When searching the bug with the depth of $d$, PCT picks $d-1$ change points while PCTWM picks $d$ communication events to read globally. So the initial priorities assigned to $n$ threads in PCTWM vary from $d+1$ to $d+n$.

Pick the Highest-Priority Thread and Execute Next Event Line 5 and 6 in Algorithm 2 is to pick the highest-priority thread and execute the next event on this thread. In interface scheduler, function find_highest returns current enabled thread with the highest priority by inputting current enabled threads' ids.

Generate Priority Change Points As we mentioned before, for a bug depth $d$, PCTWM needs to randomly pick $d$ integers between $[1,k]$. n interface scheduler, these distinct integers are saved in a list - chg_pts. PCTWM also defines a function set_chg_pts_byread to generate priority change points, whose inputs are $d, k$ and random seed - $s$. 
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Count Processed Communication Events  PCTWM counts how many communication events it has processed. It first checks whether current event is a communication event (line 7 in Algorithm 2), which is implemented in interface execution. PCTWM processes an event (check_current_action), it first checks whether it is a communication event. If this is the case, PCTWM calls the function IncInstrNum to add one to the counter (line 8 in Algorithm 2).

Update Priority at Priority Change Point  By comparing current processed events’ number and integers in chg_pnts, PCTWM knows whether it is a switching point with the help of function - reach_chg_idx. This function has two inputs - current processed events number and priority change points - \([d_1, \ldots, d_d]\). If it is the priority change point, it returns the index of this change point - an integer \(\geq 0\). If it is not, it returns \(-1\). This implementation is consistent with lines 9 - 10 in Algorithm 2.

PCTWM lowers the priority of the current executed thread \(t\). Using the function movethread, PCTWM updates the location of the current highest-priority thread to the related index of priority change point. This means it may no longer be the highest priority thread. Besides, if PCTWM updates the priority of the highest-priority thread when it processes a read action, it sets a read global job for this thread. Because PCTWM will switch to the ‘new’ highest-priority thread instead of processing the event on the ‘old’ highest-priority thread. But the reordered event needs to read globally when it is processed.

The difference in PCTWM is lying in the process that it delays the execution of its thread by reducing its priority (line 11) and adding the event to the set reordered (line 12). In the event processing function - check_current_action, it will mark the change_flag as true to announce that PCTWM now meets a priority change point and does not process this event.

After updating the thread’s priority and reordering the event, the last step of PCTWM when meeting a priority change point is to re-select a new thread with the highest priority in function - take_step.

Process the Event based on its Type  In Algorithm 3 we use multiple if-branches to illustrate the different processing when PCTWM meets different types of events.

Line 3 - 5 in Algorithm 3 is implemented in function process_write. Line 6 - 17 is included in function process_read. Line 21 - 28 is how PCTWM process fences, which are realized in function process_fence.

Update View for Thread and Event  View is a map from locations to a set of maximal-mo events. The implementation of view for threads and events is in the form of a list - saves the latest visible event for each variable. Though the definition and implementation of view for thread and event are similar, their roles are slightly different. When reading locally, the read action can get the latest visible local read-from value directly from the current view on the thread. The View on event is used for updating the view on a thread faster. Algorithm 5 uses different names to distinguish the view for events and threads. For the thread view,
Algorithm uses view - . And for events’ views, Algorithm names it bag - , as shown in line 10, 12, 24, and 31.

**View Update for Event** The bag(view) of an event represents the visible latest value for each variable when the thread emits this event in the schedule. The bag(view) of an event can help save time when we compute the view for a thread. Because the view for a thread needs to be computed when an event on it communicates with a global event on another thread.

PCTWM computes the bag(view) for all communication events - write_RELEASE, read, and fence events.

So when PCTWM updates the view for an event, it adopts the backward traverse too, which means it will stop searching values for its view when confronting an event with view(named bag in implementation). Because the bag of an ‘older’ event is out-of-date.

**View Update for Thread** The view for a thread - , is a new feature for each thread. In the Algorithm line 4, 9 - 13, 19, 24, and 31 are about updating the thread view. And the implementation is mostly in the functions - computeUpdate and computeUpdate_fence.

First, as the main thread is always first initialized, every new child thread is assigned with the main thread’s view when a child thread is created. Second, every time PCTWM meets a write action in one thread, we will update(process_write) the view of it. Third, when PCTWM meets a communication event, PCTWM also updates its thread’s local view(updatelocvec).
In this chapter, we discuss our evaluation of PCTWM on several benchmarks and then compare the results with the state-of-the-art weak memory testing tool C11Tester.

**Evaluation Method** We repeat the testing on one benchmark 1000 times and count how many runs it detects the bug (assertion or data race). We compare the bug detection capability of the algorithms by comparing their bug hitting rates.

### 7.1 Benchmarks

#### 7.1.1 Benchmarks with Assertion Violation

These two benchmarks are injected with one assertion as a bug.

**Seqlock** This benchmark is taken from the seqlock implementation from Figure 5 of Hans Boehm’s MSPC 12 paper[16], made the writer correctly use release atomics for the data field stores, and injected a bug by weakening atomics that initially increment the counter to relaxed memory ordering.

**rwlock** The author of the C11Tester also designs a flawed reader-writer lock in which the write-lock procedure makes the mistake of wrongly using relaxed atomics. This benchmark uses double protections - the read-lock to protect read actions from loading atomic variables and the write-lock to protect write actions from storing to the atomic variables.

#### 7.1.2 Benchmarks with Data Race

The data structure benchmarks to compare the ability of the C11Tester and the algorithms to discover data races are gathered from https://github.com/mc-imperial/tsan11.

**barrier** The spinning barrier has one writer and some readers in which the number of the readers can be adjusted. The barrier has an initial value representing the number of threads it needs to synchronize and a variable recording the number of synchronizations completed so far. The barrier will stop spinning until the number of completed synchronizations reach the set value. The injected bug is to use the wrong relaxed atomics for the variable which stores the number of spinning threads.
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*dekker*: This benchmark uses two variables: flag0/1 and turn. A flag0 value of true indicates that process 0 wants to enter the critical section. Entrance to the critical section is granted for process P0 if P1 does not want to enter its critical section or if P1 has given priority to P0 by setting turn to 0. The injected bug is to make the mistake of wrong relaxed atomics to change the flag0/1 value.

*cldeque*: This benchmark is a realization of a double ended queue from the paper [44], using relaxed operations (for efficiency) and fences and release/acquire synchronization to establish order. While the study verifies the accuracy of an ARM implementation, its C11 implementation is not validated. The benchmark’s test driver employs two threads: the thread that owns the deque pushes three work items and receives two work items, while the other thread steals one work item. The previous model-checker identified a flaw in the published implementation. When a steal and push action occur simultaneously and the push operation resizes the deque, the issue arises. The bug manifests as a load from a possibly uninitialized memory address.

*mpmcqueue*: This multiple-producer, multiple-consumer queue [24] allows many readers and writers to access it simultaneously. The test driver will run two threads that are the same. Each thread will enqueue an item before dequeuing an item later on in the process.

*linuxrwlocks*: This linux reader-writer lock [61] allows readers or writers to hold the lock at once, but not both. The test driver uses two identical threads and a single rwlock t to test the Linux reader-writer lock. Each thread reads under a reader lock and writes under a writer lock.

*mcslock*: This benchmark is taken from the implementation of contention-free lock from Mellor-Crummey and Scott [23][54]. The lock functions like a concurrent queue, where threads are queued in a first-in, first-out fashion. Each thread alternates between reading and writing the same shared variable, releasing the lock-in between operations. The injected bug is to load the value of the variable - gate with relaxed atomics during locking.

*msqueue*: This benchmark is a C/C++ memory model adaptation of the Michael and Scott [55] lock-free queue. The injected bug is to make as much use as possible of relaxed atomics. The test driver operates two mirrored threads while each thread enqueues and then dequeues a single item.

### 7.1.3 Real Application Benchmarks

The three real applications that used for the performance (execution time or throughput) evaluation are Iris [90], a low-latency C++ logging library; Mabain [29], a key-value store library; Silo [77][80], a multi-core in-memory storage engine.

* Mabain: Mabain is a lightweight key-value store library. Mabain contains a few test drivers that insert key-value pairs concurrently into the Mabain system. Same as the previous work in the C11Tester, the assertions are turned off in the test driver for performance measurement. The measurement metric is the execution time of inserting 100,000 key-value pairs into the Mabain system.

According to the bug analysis in the C11Tester paper [51], the test driver has one asynchronous writer and a few workers. Workers and writers share a locked queue. The writer consumes jobs (database inserts) in the queue, while workers submit jobs. When all jobs
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are submitted, the writer stops. The bug lies in the lack of checking to make sure all jobs are finished before stopping the writer. As a result, after the writer is stopped, some values may not be inserted into Mabain, producing assertion failures.

Iris Iris is a low latency asynchronous C++ logging library that buffers data using lock-free circular queues. The test\_usepackage\_flushbuffer.cpp is selected as the test driver to measure performance, including one producer and one consumer. For the evaluation of all three tools, the number of iterations in the test driver was set to 1 million. All tools reported data races in Iris.

Silo Silo is an in-memory database that is designed for performance and scalability for modern multicore machines. For this application, dbtest.cc is chosen as the measurement, the running time of this test driver is set to 30 seconds and each run has 5 threads in parallel. Different from the other two applications, throughput is the metric of measuring performance for Silo.

7.1.4 Test Parameter for each Benchmark

For PCT and PCTWM, they both have the bug depth $d$. To repeat, the definition and implementation of bug depth in PCT and PCTWM as we discussed in Chapter 5. In PCT, the bug depth $d$ represents the minimum number of ordering(scheduling) constraints that are required to trigger the concurrency bug. And in the implementation, a bug with the depth of $d$ requires the PCT to pick $d - 1$ priority change points. In PCTWM, the bug depth $d$ means that at least $d$ communication relations are required to trigger the concurrency bug and we need to pick $d$ events as the destinations for $d$ communication relations.

Shared access events, the total amount of which is $k$, are designed for PCT algorithm, including all write, read, and fence actions. Communication events $k$ contains all sequential consistent(SC), read, fence, and write release operations. We estimate the events in the while loop for once but multiple it with the for a loop. We also do not count the shared variable initializations as these accesses never execute concurrently.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>$d$</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>PCT $k$</th>
<th>PCTWM $k_{com}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dekker</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msqueue</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barrier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cldeque</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcslock</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpmcqueue</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linuxrwlocks</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rwlock</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seqlock</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Parameters and Estimated Values for Benchmarks.
7. **Experiment and Evaluation**

**Research Questions**  To evaluate the effectiveness of PCTWM we address the following research questions:

- **RQ1.** With what frequency does PCTWM detect the bugs when we provide the theoretical bug depth for the parameter $d$?
- **RQ2.** How does the bug detection ability of PCTWM change when varying parameters - bug depth $d$ or history $h$?
- **RQ3.** Does PCTWM algorithm improve the bug hitting rate compared to C11Tester random testing?
- **RQ4.** Does the PCTWM improve for the programs with a higher amount of weak memory accesses?
- **RQ5.** Does PCTWM cause the overhead in C11Tester?
- **RQ6.** How does the bug hitting rate change when changing the parameter (bug depth/instruction number) in the PCT and PCTWM algorithms?

### 7.2 RQ1. Bug Detection Ability with Estimated Parameters

Our first research question is to test whether we can detect the bugs with the estimated parameter values for each benchmark. Table 7.2 lists the bug hitting rate of the PCT and PCTWM with predicted value in Table 7.1 for each parameter.

#### 7.2.1 PCT

For all benchmarks, PCT with the estimated parameters in Table 7.1 finds the bug successfully. However, the bug hitting rates of benchmarks - dekker, cldeque, seqlock, and rwlock, are lower than those of C11Tester. The results in Table 7.2 are obtained with the theoretical bug depth $d$, whose bug hitting rates may be lower. Because switching the threads precisely with theoretical bug depth has lower probability. We are going to further enhance the bug hitting rate of PCT by increasing $d$ in the following section.

#### 7.2.2 PCTWM

PCTWM with the theoretical bug depth and estimated communication events successfully trigger the bug in all nine benchmarks. And we can see in Table 7.2 that PCTWM with the test parameters always has a higher bug hitting rate compared with PCT.

### 7.3 RQ2. Bug Detection Ability Varying Bug Depth and History

In this question, we bound the number of shared access events $k$ and communication events $k_{com}$ in these benchmarks and change the value of bug depth and history to see how the bug hitting rate changes.
7.3. RQ2. Bug Detection Ability Varying Bug Depth and History

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>$d$</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$k_{com}$</th>
<th>Rate(%)</th>
<th>History</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dekker</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msqueue</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barrier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>77.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cldeque</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>48.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcslock</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpmcqueue</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linuxrwlocks</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rwlock</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>76.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seqlock</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>24.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2: Data Structure Benchmark Bug Hitting Rate with Estimated Parameters’ Values.

Varying Bug Depth In the former research question, we test the bug hitting rate of PCTWM and PCT algorithm with the estimated bug depth, which is the minimum number of communication relations we need to trigger the bug. We bound the number of shared access events, and then increase the bug depth $d$ in PCT and see the changes in the bug hitting rate for each benchmark.

Table 7.3 and Table 7.4 gives the bug hitting rate for each benchmark when the bug depth is set as the theoretical depth $d$, $d+1$, $d+2$ and $d+3$.

We can see that when we increase the bug depth in PCT algorithm, the bug hitting rate of benchmarks cldeque increase a lot. For benchmark rwlock, even there is an increment, the bug hitting rate decreases when the bug depth is added to $d+3$. So does for the benchmarks barrier and seqlock.

And for PCTWM algorithm, the bug hitting rate of benchmarks cldeque increases a lot. The bug hitting rate of benchmark dekker even decreases. Because for the benchmark dekker, the theoretical bug depth is 0 and it requires the read event to read locally. If we increase the bug depth, it allows the read event to read globally, which decrease the probability to hit the bug.

Table 7.3 and Table 7.4 show that, higher bug depth can increase the bug detection ability of PCT and PCTWM algorithms, but it is not a given.

Varying History In this paragraph, we continue testing the PCTWM bug detection ability by changing history $h$. Table 7.5 gives the bug hitting rate over 1000 runs from history $h$ - 1 to 4.

For benchmarks the hitting rate can reach 100 percent, changing history does not affect the bug hitting rate. Our first analysis is for benchmark dekker and msqueue, their bug depths are zero, representing that bug can be hit when no communication relation is formed. In PCTWM algorithm, we can control events to read locally. Our second analysis is for benchmarks with bug depth higher than zero - cldeque, mcslock, mpmcqueue, and linuxrwlock. By analyzing their event trace, we can see that the selected communication events are perfect in these benchmarks. And sometimes when a read action needs to read
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>Rate(d)</th>
<th>Rate(d+1)</th>
<th>Rate(d+2)</th>
<th>Rate(d+3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dekker</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>23.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msqueue</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barrier</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>73.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cdequeue</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcslock</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpmcqueue</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linuxrwlocks</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rwlock</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>73.7</td>
<td>61.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seqlock</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3: Data Structure Benchmark Bug Hitting Rate in 1000 rounds(%) - Varying Bug Depth in PCT. $k$ is the same as we list in Table 7.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>Rate(d)</th>
<th>Rate(d+1)</th>
<th>Rate(d+2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dekker</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100(h:1)</td>
<td>77.1(h:1)</td>
<td>75.7(h:1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msqueue</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100(h:1)</td>
<td>100(h:1)</td>
<td>100(h:1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barrier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>77.8(h:2)</td>
<td>78.7(h:3)</td>
<td>75.9(h:2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cdequeue</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>55.7(h:3)</td>
<td>100(h:1)</td>
<td>100(h:1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcslock</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100(h:1)</td>
<td>100(h:1)</td>
<td>100(h:1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpmcqueue</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100(h:1)</td>
<td>100(h:1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linuxrwlocks</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100(h:1)</td>
<td>100(h:1)</td>
<td>100(h:1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rwlock</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>76.9(h:4)</td>
<td>78.8(h:3)</td>
<td>77(h:3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seqlock</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24.3(h:4)</td>
<td>24.7(h:3)</td>
<td>25.6(h:2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.4: Data Structure Benchmark Bug Hitting Rate in 1000 rounds(%) - Varying Bug Depth in PCTWM. $k_{com}$ is the same as we list in Table 7.1

globally, it may only have one write value read from in this scheduling, which guarantees the 100% hitting rate. In these two cases, changing history will not affect a lot, as the scheduling decided by PCTWM is enough to hit the bug.

Also, we visualize how the bug hitting rate change for the same $d$ and $k_{com}$ in the Figure 7.5. We cannot say whether increasing or decreasing the value of history is good or not. A high history value extends the search space, which can find more bugs with different bug depths but also may let the PCTWM miss the critical behavior selection.

7.4 RQ3. Bug Detection Ability Comparison: C11Tester v.s. PCT v.s. PCTWM

C11Tester uses the bug hitting rate \cite{51} to compare its effectiveness with the old tools. Similar to it, we demonstrate how PCTWM algorithms not only improve C11Tester’s ability to discover bugs but also give the weak-memory guarantee. In Figure 7.2 we visualize their
7.4. RQ3. Bug Detection Ability Comparison: C11Tester v.s. PCT v.s. PCTWM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>$k_{com}$</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>Bug Hitting Rate(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>h:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dekker</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>77.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msqueue</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barrier</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>74.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cldeque</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcslock</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpmcqueue</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linuxrwlocks</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rwlock</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>74.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seqlock</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.5: Data Structure Benchmark Bug Hitting Rate in 1000 rounds(%) - Varying History

(a) dekker  
(b) msqueue

Figure 7.1: Bug Hitting Rate - Varying h in PCTWM

rate of hitting the same bug in one benchmark.

Figure 7.2: Bug Hitting Rate for All Nine Benchmarks
7. Experiment and Evaluation

7.4.1 PCT vs C11Tester: Bug Detection Performance

**PCT vs C11Tester**  We first compare the bug detection ability of the C11Tester with PCT scheduling with the default random scheduling. We can see that the PCT implementation gets a higher bug hitting rate in seven benchmarks than the default, five of which achieve obvious improvement. In this case, we define the ‘obvious’ as a hitting rate of an improvement of more than 35% or approaching 100%. For benchmark **msqueue**, C11Tester, PCT, and PCTWM always perform 100% bug hitting because the injected bug is too easy to trigger.

7.4.2 PCTWM vs PCT: Bug Detection Performance

**PCTWM vs PCT**  When we use PCTWM, seven benchmarks present a higher bug hitting rate while six of them are obvious. Moreover, a huge increment appears in the bug hitting rate of benchmark **dekker**. PCTWM can always find the bug in **dekker** and here we use the Figure 7.3 to show its logic and reason for this increase. Benchmark **dekker** is written based on the classic concurrency example - 'Peterson’s Algorithm' [67]. It controls the execution with two boolean flags (flag1 and flag2) and one integer variable (turn) to make sure that only one thread can enter the critical section at one moment. The variables 'flag1flag2' and 'turn' can be viewed as the gate of critical section. They keep checking the condition in a while loop. In a SC model, the concurrency bug - two threads entering the critical section at the same time, will not happen as the variables 'flag1flag2' and 'turn' will only read from the latest write action, which is the write actions - writing true to flag1flag2 at the beginning of thread 1 and 2. However, in the weak memory model, if the memory order of read action is relaxed, the variable flag1flag2 may read from the initial write value on the main thread. To be more specific, the depth for this bug is zero, the possible read-from value - flag1 = false or flag2 = false is written at the beginning of the main thread. For PCT, as this algorithm does not control read-from value for read action, even we set the bug depth as zero. But for PCTWM, by setting d as zero, we can control the read actions to read locally. And the local-thread view for the flag on another thread(flag2 for thread 1, flag1 for thread 2) is the initial global write action(writing false to flag1flag2). So, PCTWM can always hit this bug in **dekker**.

**Figure 7.3: Benchmark:Dekker-fences**
Also, the average bug hitting rate of these nine benchmarks are 67.9%, 78.1%, and 87.5%. The PCT and PCTWM algorithms improve the average bug hitting rate of the nine benchmarks by 16% and 29%, respectively.

In conclusion, both the PCT algorithm and the PCTWM algorithm improve the C11Tester’s bug detection ability. The PCTWM algorithm provides a more significant improvement than the PCT algorithm. Though PCT improves the bug hitting rate, i.e., the bug detection ability, its theoretical guarantees do not apply to weak memory programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>C11tester rate(%)</th>
<th>PCT d k</th>
<th>PCTWM d k h</th>
<th>rate(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dekker</td>
<td>21.6%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msqueue</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barrier</td>
<td>76.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>77.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cldeque</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcslock</td>
<td>89.4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linuxrwlocks</td>
<td>86.2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpmcqueue</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rwlock</td>
<td>55.3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>75.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seqlock</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.6: Hitting Rate of each benchmark(hitting data races in 1000 rounds). Higher data-race hitting rate and lower execution time are better.

7.5 RQ4: PCTWM vs PCT: Bug Detection Performance

How does the amount of weak memory accesses affect the performance of PCTWM?

In RQ4, we aim to address how the performance of PCTWM improves over PCT for the programs with a higher amount of weak memory behaviors.

To do so, we insert relaxed write accesses in the programs which does not affect the program behavior. Essentially it increases the number of visible writes to read-from for the read or RMW accesses.

In the Figure 7.4, we observe significant differences in the bug detection rate by PCT and PCTWM.

The bug detection ability of the PCTWM stays stable while that of the PCT fluctuates. This empirical observation aligns with the probabilistic guarantees of PCT and PCTWM. While the increased number of program events in the modified benchmarks decreases the probability of detecting bugs with PCT which selects $d$ events to reorder out of all program events. In contrast, the increased number of relaxed write operations in a program does not affect the performance of PCTWM.
As the PCTWM algorithm also revises the definition of the shared access events to the communication events, we design this experiment to show the resilience of PCTWM’s bug detection ability. In the Figure 7.4, we drew the trend of bug detection rate after inserting
more relaxed write actions to four benchmarks, which compared the robustness of the PCT and PCTWM algorithms considering that the concept of communication events is the key difference between the two. Here we only list inserting relaxed writes in four benchmarks because the hitting rates of some benchmarks do not differ a lot.

The bug detection capability of the C11Tester does not decrease a lot lies in the fact that the bug depth in all nine benchmarks is low, eight of them less than or equal to 2. In other words, the interleavings we need to trigger the bug are not very complex and the randomized testing can easily switch at these one or two critical points.

By incorporating the concept of communication events, we not only increase the worst-case probability of triggering the bug, but we also improve the algorithm’s robustness. All read, write, and fence operations are counted as shared access events by the PCT method. The PCTWM also suggests defining communication events that can synchronize with other threads by filtering on their memory order type.

7.6 RQ5: Does or why PCTWM cause the overhead in the C11Tester?

7.6.1 Data Structure Benchmarks

To figure out the overhead introduced by the PCT and PCT algorithm, we record the average execution time of each run for the nine benchmarks over 1000 runs. The execution time for all nine data structure benchmarks increases after the implementation of the PCT and PCT algorithm. For the seven cds_modified_checker benchmarks, their average execution time is separately 3ms, 5.7ms, and 6.1ms in C11Tester, PCT and PCTWM algorithm. For the two benchmarks - seqlock and rwlock, after the PCT and PCTWM algorithm implementation, the execution time respectively increase about 19% and 29% compared to that of the C11Tester. So we conclude that the PCT and PCTWM do introduce the overhead in execution time when detecting the bug.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>time/ms</th>
<th>C11tester</th>
<th>PCT</th>
<th>PCTWM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dekker</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msqueue</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barrier</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cdeque</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcslock</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpmcqueue</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linuxrwlocks</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rwlock</td>
<td>10310</td>
<td>12780</td>
<td>13300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seqlock</td>
<td>10230</td>
<td>12530</td>
<td>12570</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.7: Execution time of each Benchmark(average over 1000 rounds). The average execution time for running one benchmark over 1000 runs. Lower average execution time is better.
7.6.2 Real Applications Performance

Table 7.8 lists the performance assessment result for each application.

First, the C11Tester also implements the data race detection in these three applications and the PCTWM detected data race in all of them no matter single or multiple core-configuration.

Second, there is no obvious difference in the throughput result in Silo. For the other two using execution time as an assessment metric, the PCT and PCTWM algorithm costs more time. For the Mabain, the PCTWM takes around 10% more time and the PCTWM generates about 15% overhead in the execution time compared to the C11Tester. The overhead brought by PCTWM contains the following reasons: 1) PCTWM searching the highest-priority thread while C11Tester randomly generates a number in the enabled vector size; 2) PCTWM traverses backward for external read action; 3) PCTWM updating the visible vector for shared variables for each thread and communication events.

Furthermore, performance of three real applications does not vary between the single-core and multiple-core configurations. This result is due to the fact that all three versions - C11Tester, PCT, and PCTWM - can only run one thread at a time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th>core</th>
<th>C11tester result d</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>PCT result d</th>
<th>k_com</th>
<th>h</th>
<th>PCTWM result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silo</td>
<td>single</td>
<td>12428(0.58%)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>12763(1.94%)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11039(7.38%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>multiple</td>
<td>12760(0.61%)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>12847(1.79%)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>11387(6.92%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mabain</td>
<td>single</td>
<td>7.73(1.56%)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8.92(2.51%)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>8.43(4.11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>multiple</td>
<td>7.65(2.48%)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>8.88(3.76%)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.40(3.62%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iris</td>
<td>single</td>
<td>10.98(2.02%)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>12.86(3.65%)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12.79(4.78%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>multiple</td>
<td>10.83(1.88%)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12.8938(4.57%)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>12.43(6.59%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.8: Real applications performance on single-core and multiple-core configuration. Performance results for application benchmarks in the single-core and multiple-core configurations (averaged over 10 runs). Parentheses include the relative standard deviation. Larger throughout is better for throughput-based measurements. Shorter execution time is better for time-based measurements.

7.7 RQ 6. Parameter’s effect on PCTWM algorithm

In the RQ2, the bug hitting rate of some benchmarks increase after enhancing the bug depth. And in this section, we explores how the bug hitting rate changes if we further increase the bug depth.

According to the empirical experimental results in the PCT paper[21], the bug detection ability will first strengthen and then weaken when increasing the bug depth. This empirical observation is consistent with the experimental results in Table 7.4 as the ‘turning point of bug depth’ in each benchmark is different.
7.7. RQ 6. Parameter’s effect on PCTWM algorithm

Figure 7.5: Bug Hitting Rate - Varying d in PCTWM
Chapter 8

Related Work

In this chapter, we discuss the related technologies to our research project. The related work is divided into concurrency and consistency, concurrency bug types, concurrency testing, and techniques for detecting concurrency bugs in the weak memory model.

8.1 Concurrency and consistency

Memory consistency models play a crucial role in concurrent systems. Architectures [63, 4, 69, 5] exhibit weak memory concurrency behaviors due to various architectural features such as memory hierarchy, interconnect, and so on for performance reasons. To gain performance from these architectures, the high-level programming languages also introduce primitives and a number of programming models for weak memory concurrency are defined [52, 17, 8, 68, 10, 11, 37, 22, 38, 25, 14, 28, 45, 53, 41]. In this paper we follow the C/C++ concurrency semantics adopted by C11Tester [49]. However, due to the subtle semantics of these primitives, writing weak memory concurrent programs are often difficult and error-prone. Therefore weak memory concurrency poses a significant challenge to testing and verification.

8.2 Concurrency Bugs Types

The bugs in multi-thread programs may result from i) unexpected inputs to the program; ii) the unexpected thread interleaveings [85]. But only the latter type is called the concurrency bugs. For these two causes, the researchers design different kinds of automated testing tools, one for generating various random inputs [34, 74, 75, 22, 30] and the other for thread scheduling [84, 83]. Some testing tools combine the inputs and thread interleaving coverage together [87], and adopt effective methods to reduce the search space.

The concurrency bugs are hard to understand as they may result from complex and unexpected interactions of different components in the program. Lu et.al [50] classify them into deadlock and non-deadlock, deadlock bugs including atomicity violation, order violation, and the other bugs. Lu et. al [50] do not consider data races as data races might be benign. However, many researchers tend to focus on detecting data races in concur-
8. RELATED WORK

Recent works\cite{76, 60, 7, 59}. Considering the severeness of data races in some cases, Wu et al.\cite{85} proposes four types of concurrency bugs - data race, atomicity violation, order violation, and deadlock. The benchmarks in this project cover three types of concurrency bugs - data race, atomicity violations, and order violation.

8.3 Concurrency testing

When testing concurrent programs, the primary challenge is proving the validity of the realization as there are numerous cases, beyond the programmers’ expectations. Many algorithms and tools have been proposed for testing the concurrency behavior of programs running under SC.

Systematic testing relies on a controlled scheduler that can enforce a particular ordering of thread events in execution and enumerates test executions for the scheduler. Due to the explosion in the number of possible executions of a concurrent program, testing algorithms focused on exercising a bounded set of program behaviors. These include generating test executions with a bounded number of context switches \cite{70}, non-preemptive contexts \cite{56}, scheduler delays \cite{31}, and phases \cite{18}.

Randomized testing aims at detecting bugs by randomly generated test executions, and they are shown \cite{79} to be effective in practice. The randomized partial order sampling algorithm \cite{73} is designed to cover execution traces more uniformly than a pure random walk. The probabilistic concurrency testing (PCT) algorithm \cite{21} improved the state of the art by providing a theoretical guarantee on the randomized algorithm. The parallel version of the PCT algorithm (PPCT) \cite{58} allows the parallel execution of many threads instead of serializing them. The PCT algorithm designed for multi-thread programs with a set of totally ordered events is later extended to distributed systems \cite{39, 65}, to capture a more general partially ordered set of events. The partial order sampling (POS) algorithm \cite{88} also provides theoretical probability bounds on the generated tests. PCT differs from the other probabilistic approaches as it guarantees a probability is not exponentially low in the number of program events, but only the bug depth, $d$. PCT achieves this by characterizing the depth of concurrency bugs and by bounding the sample set of executions to the set of executions with depth $d$.

8.4 Techniques for Detecting Concurrency Bugs in the Weak Memory Model

This project is based on C11 Tester\cite{51}, an automatic testing tool. Besides testing tools, this thesis briefly introduces three techniques for guaranteeing the correctness of the program’s execution in the weak memory model.

8.4.1 Model Checker

Model checker\cite{26, 71}, i.e., verification by state-space exploration\cite{33}, is the currently most often used technique to check the correctness of weak memory applications. This method
explores the set of possible executions that are reachable from the initial state and checks whether it meets any ‘bad’ state (i.e., one violating the semantics or specifications). The model-checking tools are typically expressed either in an axiomatic or an operational style.

The operational model-checker is an abstraction of actual machines, composed of idealized hardware components such as buffers and queues\cite{4}. Susmit Sarkar\cite{72} points out that the operational model is more intuitive than typical axiomatic models. Because the operational model abstracts from the actual hardware more directly as they usually have the notion of global time. Different from the operational model, the axiomatic model\cite{62,19} distinguishes permitted behaviors from prohibited behaviors, typically by confining various memory access relations.

Most of the model-checkers are specific to finding the missed bugs in one weak memory model\cite{6,62,63}. And some verification tools offer a generalized method\cite{3}, simulating the non-SC behaviors by transforming different inputs.

This method faces the difficulty of state-space explosion. That is to say, the concurrent program’s numerous instructions and threads would generate massive executions, squandering time and resources. To tackle this problem, some researchers adopt various ways to reduce the search space\cite{6,1}.

8.4.2 State Space Reduction

This technique can be viewed as an improvement for the model checker, aimed at addressing its biggest obstacle - the state space explosion problem.

Some researchers utilize the relaxation analysis\cite{6,20,89,15} to reduce the size of state-space. Partial order reduction\cite{66,32,27} is the most prominent. Some researchers noticed that many state transition graph-based model checkers are built on interleaving semantics, which can lead to rapid growth in the graph size. Researchers tried different ways to control the graph size, among which the Petri Nets\cite{86,78,82} is the most prevalent due to its unfolding technique.

8.4.3 Fence-insertion Tool

Some researchers develop an automatic fence-insertion tool to ensure the correctness of concurrent systems under a weak memory model, considering that fences can ensure the correctness of many algorithms in the relaxed memory model, like non-blocking. However, the cost of fences is the high performance brought by relaxed architecture. In other words, programmers should use fences as few as possible. The double-edged sword characteristic makes memory fence placement difficult and error-prone because it needs nuanced reasoning about the underlying memory model.

Some scalable tools\cite{40,48} place the fences by taking the memory model description, safety description, and a program as inputs, and then computing the constraints. Another kind of fence-insertion\cite{47,2} tool is designed for a certain relaxed memory model.
Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter gives an overview of the project’s contributions. Then we draw some conclusions from the results and discuss some ideas for future work. Finally, I reflect on myself through this project.

9.1 Summary

In this thesis, we presented the Probabilistic Concurrency Testing for Weak Memory (PCTWM) algorithm for testing weak memory concurrency programs and provide theoretical guarantees on the probability of detecting bugs. PCTWM extends the Probabilistic Concurrency Testing (PCT) algorithm that is designed for SC programs to capture weak memory concurrency. PCTWM achieves this by (i) revising the existing notion of concurrency bug depth that is defined based on thread interleavings to capture thread communications, and (ii) devising an algorithm to sample a test execution from the set of program behaviors with a bounded number of thread communication relations. Similar to PCT, PCTWM achieves its strong theoretical guarantees on the lower bound on the probability of detecting bugs based on bounding the sample set of executions by the bug depth $d$.

We implemented PCTWM and evaluated its performance in comparison to the state-of-the-art weak memory program testing tool C11Tester. Our evaluation demonstrates that PCT and PCTWM improve the C11Tester’s bug detection ability as they enhance the hitting rate in most of these benchmarks. Moreover, PCTWM outperforms PCT for testing weak memory programs with more relaxed write operations. We also show that the implementation of PCTWM does not cause significant overhead.

This thesis project is completed by the following procedure. We begin by reading and reviewing the literature on the C/C++11 weak memory model and the PCT algorithm. The PCT is then implemented on the most recent C/C++11 weak memory concurrency testing tool - C11Tester - and its effectiveness is compared to naive randomized testing. Based on this, we consider the PCTWM algorithm to further broaden and improve the PCT algorithm’s bug detection ability following the characteristics of the C/C++11 weak memory model. Then, we put these two novel algorithms - PCT and PCTWM - to the test on data structure benchmarks and real-world applications to demonstrate their efficiency. Finally,
in this thesis, we theoretically propose the notion of PCTWM and demonstrate the effectiveness of this algorithm with experimental results.

9.2 Future work

Due to the limitation of time and resources, my thesis project still has some points that can be further improved in the future. First, the PCT and PCTWM algorithm relies on the parameters \(-k \) and \(k_{com}\). However, manually estimating these events amount, no matter shared memory access or communication events, is time-wasted, especially for the large benchmarks. We will build an automatic tool to estimate the number of these events in each program. Second, livelock, we now set a bound for the events (scheduling) that have been processed and perform some naive randomized testing when the bound is met to leap out of the livelock, which requires more creative development. Third, we may further refactor the code and explore the cause of the overhead by perfecting the code as much as possible. Third, as we discussed in Chapter 8 concurrency bugs have different types and researchers are still exploring their causes. Our benchmarks cover three types of concurrency bugs in this thesis - data race, order violations, and assertion violations. In the future, we may test the effectiveness of PCTWM on more different types of concurrency bugs.

9.3 Self-Reflection

This 10-month project also taught me a lot on a personal level. First and foremost, this is the first time I have used English to do such a project, which significantly improves my reading and academic writing skills in English. Second, understanding open-source software and applying new techniques to it can be difficult at first as an implementer. However, this experience has greatly improved my coding skills. Third, this project provides a forum for me to collaborate with others, thereby improving my critical thinking and academic communication skills. To sum up, this project gives me great improvement in using English for academic writing, contributing to an open source repo, and research skills.

The coding always needs improvement. So I will be maintaining this project on GitHub on an ongoing basis. Considering my level of programming, I also think there are some areas of my code that are worth refactoring.

Through this project, I also have some reflections on the academic project. In the beginning, I was shy and could not well summarize my daily work in weekly meetings, which decrease my efficiency. Then I gradually understand how to proceed with the project and pick the key points to discuss in meetings with my supervisors. Academia is a path that requires strong willpower and patience. There may be unexpected situations, such as experiments that do not go as expected or problems that cannot be solved. But it is important to have strong willpower and an uncompromising spirit to overcome these challenges. Last but not the least, this thesis serves as an influential foundation for my future work.
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Appendix A

Glossary

A.1 Experiment Set Up

A.1.1 Set Up Environment

The experiments in this thesis are from three tools - C11Tester, C11Tester with PCT and C11Tester with PCTWM.

- Download and install the vagrantBox.
- Git clone the C11Tester in the vagrantBox.
- Git clone the PCT-version C11Tester and PCTWM-version C11Tester in the vagrantBox. From the GitHub link [https://github.com/GMYMingyu/C11_PCT_PCTWM.git](https://github.com/GMYMingyu/C11_PCT_PCTWM.git).

A.1.2 Run the Script

The detailed instruction to run the script will be kept updating in the Readme file of the GitHub Repo [https://github.com/GMYMingyu/C11_PCT_PCTWM.git](https://github.com/GMYMingyu/C11_PCT_PCTWM.git).

Run the Data Structure Benchmark

- Go to the directory `c11tester-benchmarks/cds_check_modified`. Run the `run_all.sh` file.

Run the Real Application Benchmark

- Go to the directory `c11tester-benchmarks`. Run the `run_all.sh` file.
Appendix B

Requirements and Guidelines

This chapter details some requirements and guidelines for MSc theses submitted to the Software Engineering Research Group.

B.1 Requirements

B.1.1 Layout

- Your thesis should contain the formal title pages included in this document (the page with the TU Delft logo and the one that contains the abstract, student id and thesis committee). Usually there is also a cover page containing the thesis title and the author (this document has one) but this can be omitted if desired.

- The final thesis and drafts submitted for reviewing should be printed double-sided on A4 paper.

B.1.2 Content

- The thesis should contain the following chapters:
  - Introduction.
    Describes project context, goals and your research question(s). In addition it contains an overview of how (the remainder of) your thesis is structured.
  - One or (usually) more “main” chapters.
    Present your work, the experiments conducted, tool(s) developed, case study performed, etc.
  - Overview of Related Work
    Discusses scientific literature related to your work and describes how those approaches differ from what you did.
  - Discussion/Evaluation/Reflection
    What went well, what went less well, what can be improved?
B. REQUIREMENTS AND GUIDELINES

~ Conclusions, Contributions, and (Recommendations for) Future Work
~ Bibliography

B.1.3 Bibliography

• Make sure you’ve included all required data such as journal, conference, publisher, editor and page-numbers. When you’re using BiBTeX, this means that it won’t complain when running `bibtex your-main-tex-file`.

• Make sure you use proper bibliographic references. This especially means that you should avoid references that only point at a website and not at a printed publication. For example, it’s OK to add a URL with the entry for an article describing a tool to point at its homepage, but it’s not OK to just use the URL and not mention the article.

B.2 Guidelines

• The main chapters of a typical thesis contain approximately 50 pages.

• A typical thesis contains approximately 50 bibliographic references.

• Make sure your thesis structure is balanced (check this in the table of contents). Typically the main chapters should be of equal length. If they aren’t, you might want to revise your structure by merging or splitting some chapters/sections.

  In addition, the (sub)section hierarchies with the chapters should typically be balanced and of similar depth. If one or more are much deeper nested than others in the same chapter this generally signals structuring problems.

• Whenever you submit a second draft, include a short text which describes the changes w.r.t. the previous version.